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Thesis Abstract

Social Workers:
Their Rol-e and Rej.ationship with
the People They Serve
A Hermeneutics study
Sheila Moriarty
2000

The purpose of this study was to analyze the

perceptions that social- service workers have of thelr role
and relationship with the people they serve. This study
explored these questions of role and relationship through

stories told by the social service workers about their
work' The literature review reveals that there has been
little

research looking at the role and rel_ationship with
people using the stories of social service workers.
Postmodernj-sm and its

challenge to the social service

worker rol_e as expert is the conceptual framework for this
thesis. The research method is hermeneutics. It
recognr-zes the legitimacy of lived experience as totd
through storles -

The findings indicate that social service

workers varue strong connections to and rerationships

the people they serve.
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Chaeter L: Introduct,ion

For the last century, people within the field of
social work have searched for a professional j_dentity.
the very beginning, there
about the mission

and"

has

been a diversity

From

of opinion

goals of social work pract j-ce. Two of

the great founding mothers of socj-al work had very

different visions about the mission of social nork. Jane
Addams saw soclal work as educated humanism which brought
cul-ture to the poor whil-e Mary Richmond called for social
work to have a sci-entific foundation that woul-d define the
erements of this work (Goldstein, 19gz)

.

one hundred years rater, this search continues

-

Today, there is a great number of theories that inform the
practice of social workers. And these theories continue to

multiply

as

cont inue s .

the discourse around social work identlty
Within these many theories today, there is

much divergence

as

in philosophy as there was between the

social work of Jane Addams and the soci-aI work of Mary

at the turn of the century. Much of this debate
and discussion throughout this century has been about the
Richmond

mi-ssion and method of soclar work practi-ce.
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Statement of problem
The social work of today has gone through quite

a

metamorphosis. Jane Addams and Mary Richrmond would not
fu1ly recognize the social work that has grown out of their

individuar visions of educated

humanisrn

and social

casework- while there is some diversity of role and room

for

new ideas

within the social work profession,

much of

the professj-on has become tightly structured r,rithj-n comprex
and deep bureaucratic systems. These often unwierdy
systems require that people be categorj-zed and labeled
so
that the enormous amount of work that is assumed. by these
systems can stay organized. The concept of the individuaL

as complex and unique has l-ittre place in this
organizational structure. The behavior and needs of people
are descrj_bed by these structures in ways that are general
and psychological-.

these systems fit

And

it i-s important that the cli-ents of

within existing categories of diagnosis

and of service.

Sigmificanee of

probJ.om

one important debate is the one that centers around
social work as a modernist discipline versus sociar work as
a postmodernist discipline (Gormail, 1993) .

4

rn modern social work, the focus is on ..truths,, that
are assumed in the expertise of the social worker and of
psychological constructs. The modernist concept of social
workers as an expert in the lives of people is challenged

by the postmoderni-st concept of social work which sees the
worker as a supporter of people, s intri-nsic knowredge and
the experience o f their own I j-ves .

The

concepts of culture

and meaning are discussed and the sociar service systems
that use Eurocentric constructs of family structures and

values are chaLlenged, ( pozatek, 19e4).
This debate has s ign j- f icant i*plications

for the

future of sociar work. There are agencies that offer
postmodern perspective as welJ as agencies that
continue to
work with people from the perspective of modern thought.
The variety allows social workers to broaden their
views

about how this work can be done. The diversity of ideas
can arso help sociar workers decide what role they witl

play in the lives of the people with whom they work. rt
will help decide how social workers see their clients and
the j-ssues that they face.
Postuodern Frauerork

This review wir-r offer insight into the research
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related to postmodernism wlthin the field of social work.
The purpose will be to exprore the imprications of
postmodernism and the theories and. practice which extend
themsel-ves from this philosophy to the pract.j-ce of social
servj-ces - The postmodern f ramework is explored through the

research method of hermeneutics which will explore the
complexity and legitimacy of people, s stories.

Researcher,

s

Background

Within the methodology of hermeneutics is the bej-ief
that a person's background or history has a direct effect
on his or her understanding of the worl-d. This berief
would include the history of the researcher, s background

for it wil-r impact how they interpret and view this
research - rt is important that the read.er has a sense of
the researcher, s frame of reference by learning a 1ittle
about who I am and what my history is with Socj_al Service
Workers

.

This research is conducted by a white, middre-crass
single hroman who is thirty-f ive years old. I have almost
completed my Master's Degree in Social Work from Augsburg
Col Iege

.

r have twelve years of experience working j-n the field
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of sociar services. primarily,

i have worked with

adorescents who are at risk for running away or are
hornelessness

/

and their famj_lies.

My twelve years of

servi-ce have been a tremendous education.

During that

time, I have spent a great dear of time thinking about the
reJ- at i on ship between the sociar service worker
and the
people they serve. At times r have felt very helpful to
others, and at other times I have experienced a feeling
that I have been not hetpful_ or even oppressive. f am
uncomfortable with the parts of my relationship that feels
oppressive to others. r have tried to shape my career

so

that r would be a part of organ :_zati_ons that were
respectful and useful with those they serve. Sti1l I have
been curious t'o hear the voices of other social service
workers to know if they have also struggled with the

relationship they have with those they serve.
Research errestion

This review of literature looks at postmodernism and
how it plays a part in reshaping how social service workers
view their ideas about role and relationship with ctients.
The question for research is reiated to the approach of
postmodernism.
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The research question is aimed at how social service

work is perceived today by those who practice.

what

social- servi-ce workers believe to be their role

as

advocates f or the people they s erve ? How do

j-al service

workers see their

soc

do

relationships with clients? What do they

want these relationships

to

be?

The stories of social_ service workers will

be

used

rather than licensed social workers in this study as there
is only one licensed social worker j-n the pool of
participants

used for this research. The literature review
will l-ook primarily at research on social workers as that

is where the most usefur information is found. The
questions wilr exprore and deconstruct the perspective of
the sociar service worker. The questions are designed to
view the social service worker's perspective as Iegitimate
and valuabl-e to the research. The qualitative types of
research hold many fascinating possibilities
work practice.

The qualitative

hermeneutics will

for social

interview method of

be used as the research method.

Hermeneutics is an intervi-ew method that allows for the
ri-chness of storytelring

as a means of clari-fying

the

worker' s experience with cl-ient and as a servj-ce provider.
The depth of meanlng to the data gives much on which to

B

reflect as social- service workers. The research proposed
for this thesis is designed to gather information from
social service workers about their work. Eour service
providers were interviewed,' these pract j-tioners of f er
services to youth and families in a large urban area in the
upper midwest. Two of these provid.ers were administrators

while the other two were direct service providers. Their
bel-ief about the meaning of social work and their roles as
soci-al service workers was explored. The purpose will be
Eo explore their relationships with clients and what role

they shoutd pray in the rives of crients.
This design wilI bring further clarlfication

of the

possible implications for postmodern social work practice.
Successful outcomes of service as defined by the social

service worker can be explored. This information could
give sociar service workers a bet.ter idea of the
expectations and the possibilities

of the relationship

between social service workers and the community they
serve.
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CHAPTER 2

This literat'ure
First,

Literature

review will

Revier

be f ocused in a few a.reas.

there will be a look at the literature

written

on

the relat.ionship between workers and those they serve.
This l-iterature leads us to the id,eals of postmodernism

and

what they mean for the role of the worker in t.he lives of
people ' And then there is a look at the research methods
that work best f or the postmodern

des

j-re to appreciate the

complexity and the uniqueness of each individual.
Workers ,-d peopJ.e tlrey Senre

Biestek

(1994

) describes the rel-ationship that workers

have wit.h their clients

as

the soul of case',sork. ..As the

life-givingr principle, it vivifies

every part of casework

and makes the whore a warmly human herping experience,,
(Biestek,630) .
The rerationship that a worker has with those they

serve is both an important and a comprex one. sociar
workers are trying to balance a role of nurturer with one
of authority or teacher or, perhaps, mentor. The role that

the worker

assumes can depend

largery on the theory from
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which the worker is practicing.
Most of the articles reviewed came from some diversity

of perspective. Yet they all saw the relationship that a
worker has with a ctient as crucial to good social work.
And all articl-es had surprisingly similar ideas on the role

of the worker in this relatlonship.

These articles span

more than a forty-year period of time. Biestek' s classic

text from 1957 saw the worker

as

having seven

accountabilities to the rerationship with a client. These
accountabilities incrude the recognition of the dignity and
eguality of the client,
the right

1ife.

the unigueness of the client,

of the individual

Compare these

to make their

and

own decisions

to an article of a similar

subj

Hartman in 1998 and one w111 find that many of the

ect

in
by

same

themes emerge despite the fact that Hartman sees casework

from the perspective of postmodernism while Biestek sees
casework from a more traditi_onal context.
Three articres (Hartman, 1g9g; Durst, 1994;
swenson, 1998

) see the worker, s traditional_ role as an

expert as being problematic in esEablishing a strong
relationship with the client. Durst (1994) believes that
relationship

where

a

worker is expert in the rives of others

causes resentment and suspicion in the crient.

All three
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aut,hors bei-ieve what should happen between the worker and

the crient wourd be a partnering rerationship.
Hartman (1998) believes that the production of truth

begets power. If the worker is the holder of truth then

they are the holders of power as well. "Socia1 workers

reflect on the extent to whlch
meani-ng1y disempower

we may

must

unwittingly and r^re11

our cl-j-ents through our role as expert

through the authority of our knowJedgre" (p. 483) .
Swenson (1998) shares much of

this perception that the

voice of the cl-ient 1s of ten not legitimi

zed,

by the worker,

and she broadens this oppressi-on to include the forces of

society. She call-s f or workers to examine their position
an expert , and to work with

cl-

as

ient s as partners in

addressing the societal- justice issues that are impacting
these clients.
These recent articles focus on postmodern theories and

the ability

of these theories to see people in their

context as they describe themselves.

Thi

s

own

relinquishing

of the rol-e of expert is seen as critical
to the growth of
the rel-at j-onship between the worker and the client.
The next part of the Iiterature review takes a look at

a description of postmodernism and how it impacts this
work.

Augsburg College Library
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Postuodernisn in Social Service tlork
The
many

practice of social service work has gone through

different phases.

Community work began

the profession

through the efforts of friendly visitors going into inner

city neighborhoods of the 19th century. With the influx of
impoverished peopl-es and immigrants in the late 19th and

early 20th century, there
of
(

of f ering

1994

came

a need to organize the work

relief and services (Goi.dstein,

) states that rapid industriari

zat

19 921

. Trattner

ion, widespread

immigration, and the advent of capitalism caused
overcrowding of the labor force into cities.

an

These centers

of population were ugly, cramped, and unsanitary.

It

was

believed that a group of social experts should intervene to

create

some

order to this chaos and to alleviate suffering.

Mary Richmond of the Charities Organj- zation

Societies

was

social work.
eva 1 uat

one of the founders of the profession of
She began

the process of coordinating

and

ing the needs of those seeking services (Specht

&

Courtney, 1994). From that process, case work became highly

defined.

It became important to gather a great deal of

inf ormation, and then use that i_nformati_on to decide
whether or not a person was entitled

to receive service
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(Gol-dstein

,

19 90

).

Social work relied on the constructs of psychotherapy
to make decisions about what was airing a person. This
science assumed that social work could determine truths
about people by gathering information and using that

inf ormat ion to di-agnose

structure is

dys f

known today

unction . Much of this

as the modernist perspective of

social work.
In contrast, postmodernlsm is a theory that challenges
the notions of social work as a scj-ence, It emerged in the
l-950's as a critique of the modernist view of social work.

This critique centers around the modernist vier,,rs on what
constitutes "truths" in sociar work. social work
procedures tend to privirege the concrusions of

professional as "truths" about clients despite the thoughts
and conclusions of the clients themse.l-ves. Postmodernism
contends that there is a legitimacy to a client,s voice and

what they know about themselves which is often discounted

in the conclusions drawn by the professlonar (Banks

&

Mangan, L994).
Postmodernism exprores complexity

in peoprers rives

and assumes that these complexities make it impossible to
know

truths about lives other than our own. It

assumes
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that there can be many perspectives and realities

to any

situation (Gorman, 1gg3). A person,s rife experiences are
complex, rich, and filled with infinite j-nformation unique
to that individual.

Postmodernism asserts that another

person, even a t'professionaL,r, can not have enough
understanding of that complexity to

be

able to adequately

pronounce **trut,hs,, about another person' s life

(

Banks

&

Mangan, 1994).

In postmodernism, there is a bel-ief that diagnoses
rabers actuarry obscure or submerge meanings that are
egually relevant (Saleeby,

1994)

and

. Another important belief

is that the dominant culture defines what is..norma1,, and
"acceptable" for famil-ies in society, thereby overshadowing
and ignori-ng the f amily def init ions pronounced by other

cultures in the society (Kel1ey, lgg5) .
The teaching of therapeutic endeavors in
academic

r-n.s

titutrons has been mono-cultural , deeply

embedded

in

modern North Ameru can and lfestern

European

rdeas. rdeas about indivrdua]

derrel. opment,

even about

and. family

a.bout rerationshrps bethleen peopJe,

ca usa

C., 1990r F.23)-

lity vary amonq cultures

and.

(Waldegirave ,
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Postmodern social work seeks

to bring awareness to the

concept that the dominant cui-ture and ideas have oppressive

effects on the realities

and truths of other cultures.

This philosophy of social work also seeks to encourage the
" Iocal knowledge,, of peopres whose reariti-es or narratives
have been suppressed (Saleeby, L9g4) .

Postnodern Research
Postmociernism by

definition does not lend itself

easily to traditional- research methods. rt is a theory
based on the ever evolving and infini-te possibilitles that
exist within

beings. This definltion is antithetical
to the idea of positivism or objective scientific inquiry
human

that has defined most of social work research up to this
point. Banks and Mangan ( 1994 ) state that the advent of
postmodernist thought has raised

many

concerns about the

use of positivism in social research.

Some

have responded

to these concerns with the adoption of

more

interpretive

methods of research.

The interpretive
emergence

o

f

un

j-

methods of research al-low for the

quene

s

s

and

important to postmodernism.

story of the client

complexity both of which are
This research focuses on the

as told by the client.

From the
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client's stories, there wilr emerge an appropriate
description of what is happening and what would be helpful
to that client - It is believed that the social service
worker can l-earn everything that wirl be usefur in
assisting the client by listening and learning about the
amily and its cul-ture, strengths, traditi-ons, history of
struggrre and triumph, and definitions (whi-te, 1g9T ) ,
f

Qualitative research that is j-nterpretive in nat,ure
has been widery used for studies related to postmodernism,
This type of research can focus on discovering the
complexity of a person (Rubin & Babbie, 1997) .

raterpretative riletiods of

Research

Postmodernist thought challenges the modernist or

positivist tradj-tion of research. Banks and Mangan (19g4)
state that "concepts of postmodern social inquiry charlenge
the monolithic authority of traditionar- sci-entific
paradigms, and j-ns j-st upon the importance of the
rocal and
particular,, 1p.71).
Postmodernism expects

the researcher to use more
interpretative methods of research. Rubin and Babbie
( 19 9? ) describe interpretavism
as a parad]-grm that contrasts
wlth positivism.

Earlierr positivism was described as a

L7

theory connected to scientif ic

ob

j ectivity.

Interpretavj-st

researchers seek, on the other hand, to gain

an

understandi-ng of how peopre f eel and think.

They are

looking for the deeper meaning to questions about people by
attempting to see and hear things from the participantrs
point of view.
This type of research recognizes that the most
quantitative forms of research cannot fulIy escape the
subjectivity of the researcher. Both postmodernism and

interpretative research understand that ..aIl theories
values,,(Swensonrp.530). Swenson goes on to explain
that even researchers *filter data through the lens of
embody

their

own experiences,

varues,

and,

prior

knowredge,,

(p.s30).

Positi-onarity is a concept that is important to
hermeneutics. Positionality requires that the researcher

their own beriefs, biases, and varues, and
considers how they may affect the interpretation of the
examines

intervi-ew.
Ethnography, hermeneutics, and narrative are examples

of interpretive research. Ethnography is a research method
that asks researchers to immerse themserves in the cuLture
of those being stud.ied . The interviewee i s not seen as
a

18

ect but rather as co-researcher O, Connor, Meakes,
Pickeri.g, & Schuman, 1997) . Narrative research is the
subj

(

exploration of the

sub j

ect' s story, al_Iowing f or complex

and varied responses while hermeneutics is the search for
the deeper meanings within stories griven to the researcher.

ines hermeneutics as ..the art of
declphering indirect meaning,, (p. 400) .
Pozatek

(

1994 ) def

A few studi-es have used these methods

as

a way of

conducting sociar work research. Arl of these s tudie s
taLked with participants about their satisfaction with

social servj-ces they received. These services ranged from
those provided by a runaway shelter to neighborhood
pranning to narrative therapy experience. A1l studies
(Banks & wideman, (1996), Forte, (1994), Karabanow
& Rains,
(1997), o'connor, Meakes, pickering, & schuman, (1ggT),
Sohng, (1996), Vodde & Gallanr(I995)) found that

interesting and sometimes surprising narratives emerged
when people had a chance to talk with clarity
about their
stories. O'Connor, etal (1e97) see this type of research
as a means of narrowing the gap between research and.
practice. There is the connection of actually using
practice stories as the framework for the research.

It is interesting to note that all of these studies
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were conducted within the last five years. It suggests that

the profession of social work is just beginning to use and
understand hermeneutics as a type of inquiry in research.
sohng (1995) worries that this type of participatory
research is not a true science. He suggests that by the

nature of its subjectivity, it is fallibIe.
However, he
does note that the complex themes do bring richness to
the
work we do.

It would be j-nteresting to see what evolves through
these tYpes of gualitative research in social work over
the
longr term. These studies are not only recent but
they are
brief in durat,ion with a small sample. while hermeneutics
and ethnography are time consuming processesf the rlchness
of the data col-lected makes it an important research method

for the study of social work.
postu,odernism with Clients

authors (Gordsrein (1gg0), Gordstein (1gg2),
Gorman (1993), Kel-1ey (1g95), Laird (1g93),
Saleeby (19g4),
Many

and Turner(1996) ) indicate the gathering of
narratlves and

stories from clients is a sensitive and respectfur
way of
working with crients. These stories can then
be used to
construct solutions and possibilities for peopre.
Ker.ley
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(1995), Sands & Nucclo(1gg1) and Turner (1996) also

identify postmodern techniques as especially sensitive in
work with crients of non-European cultures.
tjve thetapy Ls culturally sensi trve becau.se
it does not presume a way of being:, but a,ms to

Narra

unders

Jrs

tand the cl-ient,.s reality.

tens f or ways in which

gend.er

The therap.rst

, curture ,

and

social- and economic context may shape the cLient,

s

worl-d u:.ehr (Turner, 1996. p.46),
wood ( r 9 97 ) advances the view that postmoderni-sm

challenges the socj-al worker's use of crj-tical thinking
in
their work' This is an important exercise for social

workers, many of

whom have

been trained to analyze clients

only within existing modern frameworks of knowredge
There are concerns j-n the literature about postmodernism
_

and its usefulness - some case studies are used
to describe
these postmodern approaches and how they can be
useful.
However these case studies invariably

speak from the

viewpoint of the therapist rather than reportj_ng
the
experrence from the perspective of the client.

This is

an

odd approach for postmodern theory that prides
itsel_f on
not making decisi-ons for those served.

Another concern about postmodernism is the comprexity

2t

of the discourse that focuses on the ever potential depth
of meaning to ranguage. The language used to describe
postmodernism is often esoterj-c and not easily
understood

by all.

Wood (1997) descrj_bes

the language of

postmodernism as excrusive

to those of the sociarly mobile
intelligentsia and therefore inaccessibre to many of
the

oppressed popurations it seeks to riberate.

wardegrave(1999) is conducting one of the first

rong

term qualitative studies which looks at women, s
stories of
thei-r experiences with sociar services from a modern

perspective as werl as from postmodern stance.
More of
these narrative studies would revea.l- much of the
comprexity

in the relationship between the social worker and
those
they serve, There would also be the potential for
information about what cl ient s f ind helpf uI . Soc j.a1
workers courd learn that there is a great dear_
of diversity
as to how cl-ients are defining the role of the

social

worker in thelr lives.

Conceptual- Framework,

what has been described. so far througrh the rit.erature
review is a concern for the future of sociar work
as a

profession, and how sociar workers do and potentiarry

do
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not serve those in need. The problem centers around the
idea that while this is a profession historically
rooted in
social and personal s erv j_ ce , the current structures and
role of social work are often impersonal and not empathetic
to those being served.
The philosophy of postmodernlsm is chosen for
this
framework precisery because it advocates for personal

and

individuarized attentlon to the cl_ients served. rn
postmodernism, languagre and meaning as defined
by the

crient is central to the understanding that social workers
develop about a crient's reality.
There is a focus on the
subjective self, and a berief that rerevant information
can
come from the discourses of this subjective
self (Mitchell,
1996) - This is one of the ways in which postmodernism
differs

-

this with the philosophy of modernism where it
is believed that human order can essentialry be governed
by
general princi-ples of science . Theref ore, people
can be
compare

riberated from sociar issues by meta-narratives that
can
logically explain the truths of human behavior (Mit,chell,
1996) '

These meta-narratives

or 'tgrand narratives,, are of
concern to some postmodern phil-osophers. philosopher
Lyotard (1984) suggests that these grand narratives
or
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"absorute knowledg:e" about humanity obscure other versions
of reality and are therefore oppressive. often these
other

versions of reality represent curtures, genders or
belief
systems that are other than those of the dominant
culture.
Postmodernism seeks

to honor these obscured d.iscourses as
having just as much basis in truth as those of the
dominant
discourses - A postmodern framework does not have
a
structure that is eit'her rigid or static, There
is argument
about whether a structure can exist in postmodernism
at
al-l. What does exist can evolve and adjust according
the language

and

the story of the participant in the

research.

There are some constant parts to this framework.
participant' s narrati-ve must arways be centrarto an
understanding of the rea]ity of the story.

within the

The

The meanings

of the story should never be assumed.
Meani-ngs shourd be the explored within
a varlety of
dif f erent contexts such as : curture r g€De rations
r g€rrd€r,
and history' There are always alternative
narratives to the
one given.

languagre

And the narrative of the participant 1s fluid"

rt is a perception of one moment in time.

to the postmodern f ramework ensures that the
experiences of parti-cipants are central to
the researcher, s
Adheri-ngr
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perception of reality.
constants.

This framework is connected by these

It is also able to adjust and evolve according

to the meaning of the participants.
When

inquiry,

it

looking for a research method for a postmodern
seems

logical to think about hermeneutics.

Hermeneutics is connected to postmodern thought. The

and meaning of the participants in hermeneutic

I anguage

research is central to und.erstanding j ust as it is in
many
postmodern therapies (e.g., narrative or social j ustice

therapy)

.

of the centrar tenets of hermeneutics connect
directly to the postmodern framework. As mentioned above,
some

hermeneutics focuses on the cent ra l- importance of language
Allen ( 19 95 ) descr j_bes language as *'both the medium and

"

product of human culture,, (p. 1T 6 ) .
Another tenet is the emphasis on the rore of history

in understandingr language. The history of the language
context that can speak to sociat position or possible

has

marginalized status - Knowing the history of ranguage gives

a linguistic context for a participant, s narrative (Arlen,
199s).
The meaninq of language is wrapped within the

histories

and traditions

of the reader and the interpreter.
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Because of this,

experiences will

the context of those collective

become part of any meaning that is

assigned to a narratlve

(AIIen, 1g95)

.

The production of language is most often the domain
of

those in

- The voices of the dominant culture often
obscure those voices of other cult,ures. Not only are
voj-ces
power

obscured, but the power differential

can distort

what voice

is able to emerge.
These tenets of hermeneutics fit

welr within

a

postmodern inqulry - The research method of hermeneutics
and
the conceptuar framework of postmodernism work together
to

explore and deconstruct the narrative of partlcipants.
This
is the framework and the method with which the research
of
this thesis will be done.

of Eerueneutics to
Study of postnodernism

ffirlication

rt can be assumed that hermeneutics seeks to interpret
the voi-ce of the parti-cipant. The participant and their
perceptions are legitimate and important (sherman,
1gg?) .
This research method then requj-res a conceptuar framework
that recognizes the legitimacy of an individualrs reality
despite a larqer met a-narrat i-ve f rom the dominant culture
.
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The questions chosen for the interviews are open-ended

and are seeking stories of lived experience. Like the

techniques o f narrat ive therapy that is postmodern, r+hat i-s
sought are themes in the stories told in the hermeneutics

interview- The researcher is interested in the language of
the participant and how the story unfol-ds. By honoring the
Ianguage and the structure of the story, the researcher can

further

fer legitimacy to the realit.y of the participant
The int.erpretations or analysis of the interview will
f urther preserve the participant' s meani-ngs by interpreting
of

"

the story using as much of the participant, s ranguage as
possible - "Namingr" or "coding" is used to determine the
themes that are discussed in the analysis. This practice

continues to regard the importance of language and its
meanings which are so important both to the id,ears of
postmodernism and to hermeneutics. And finarry the

participants are asked to critique the sutnmary
int,erpretations of f ered by the researcher. rn doing so,
the parti-cipant is able to protect their perceptions right
up to the moment that their story is used as data.
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ConcJ.usion

Abraham Fl-exner began the debate about social work as

a profession with scientific

knowredge g5 years ago

(Goldstein, 1990). Since then socia]_ work has worked
to
build frameworks of truth about humans, their
rel-ationships, and their behaviors .
The emergence of postmodernism challenges the notion
of social work as a science. rt discards the idea thaE

social work can create frameworks that will fit everyone.
Howard Goldstein (1990) suggests that we should drop
the
idea that social work can operate as a sc j-ence and cons
ider
the idea of sociar- work being an art form. This concept
calls for social workers to never assume meaning and always
search f or depth within each individual
None of these ideas really

s

j-tuation

.

discards the tremendous

rol-e that' science has had in sociar work. The use
of
scientific technique has been responsible for much of
the
development of social- work practice over the last
100
years ' Postmodernism merery adds complexity
to the rore of

the social worker j_n pract ice offering
perspective to the work-

a broadened

i-e ihe move f rom s cience to art requires quite
drastic swing of the pendulum, it does carr for social
r.TLi
i.r*i,i- 1^

d
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workers to rethink their rore as the expert and to consider
themselves an actuar participant in an ongoing process
alongside the people they serve.
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Chapter 3: Methodo].oqry

The focus of this research centers around the role
of

social- service work in the lives of people and how social
service workers themserves define that rore. The
conceptual framework for this question is the theory
of
postmodernism allows for multiple realities to
exist, Each
person's reality

has

the potential to

be

rich in

meaningr,

ranguage, history, and curture that are specific to
their

experiences. The riterature review explores how each
of these subjective rearities has varue and an equal cIa j-m
on the concept of truth. Because of this, postmodernism
is
own

seen as a framework that is particularly useful
in

legitimj-zing social service workers, perceptions of their
rores with the peopre they serve. This chapter contains
the research questi-onr r€search design, phirosophicalbackground, criteri-a and standards for conducting guality
research, data collection, data anarysis, standards
for the

protection of
pract,ice.

human

subjects, and implications for
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Researeh euestions
The hermeneutics interview wilr focus on questions
and
stories designed to answer these three basic questions.
-What do socia-l_ service workers believe to be their
role as advocates for the people they serve?
-How do soclal service workers see (def ine ) the j_r
rel-at i onship s with clients ?

-What

do

they want their rerationships with client.s to

be?

Research Desigm and phiJ.osophy
The research design is qualitative

research which

a1lows the researcher to explore the complexity
within the

ects studied. The research for this thesis
allows f or the depth of mean j_ng that is sought in
human subj

postmoderni sm.

Hermeneutics is a type of qualitatj-ve method
that can
be used to exprore research questions in depth.
Hermeneutics j-s fairly

work'

new as a research method for social

However, it does have a 10ng history as an analysis

method for the study of Bibl_e readings.
The growing use of hermeneutics in sociar_ work
and

other disciplines

has been seen as a reaction to
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modernism's need to give a rat,ionar account of everything

that happens (Bowers ,
find that there are

1g g3

many

)

. rn hermeneut,ics, researchers

different perspectives of

knowredge. All of these different perspectives are seen to
have the legitimacy of a .* li-ved reaLity,,

.

of the understanding and framework for the use of
hermeneutics comes from the work of the philosopher, Martin
Much

Heidegger (1889-1976) , Heideggerj-an hermenutics l-ooks to
increase our understanding of the worLd not through the
generat,ion of more knowledge, but through rearn1ng about
shared experiencesr prdctices, and common meanings.
The two essentia-L elements of Heidegger, s philosophy
were the historicality

of understanding and the hermeneutic

circJe - To understand these ideas, it is important

Lo

understand the concepts of background, pre-understanding,

co-constitution, and interpretation. These four concepts
constitute parts of the hermeneutic circJe, The concepts of
the hermeneutic circle are important to understanding
aspects of Heidegger,s philosophy.
The hermeneutics circre is the idea that alr

understandings have fore-structures that are based both in
the person trying to understand and the person being
understood.

These

fore-structures are ongoing and cannot

be
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eLiminated- They can only be modified. They are based on
the ideas of pre-understanding, background, and co-

constitution.
Background j-s

the notion that the history of where a
person comes from is what culture offers someone at birth.
The history of background is given to a person and

represents an understanding of real-ity
Pre-understanding is the

meanJ-ng

f

or that person.

and organi zaEion of

a

culture that exists in the world before we are at a point
in li f e of understand,ing , These understandings came bef ore
the birth of a person and therefore attaches itserf to us
through life.

co-constitution is the idea that the person and their
urorld are af fecting each other at the same t j.me.
At the
time that the i+orld around a person is helping to
construct that person, that person is helping to construct
same

the worrd- rt is impossible to distinguish the
contribution or understanding of the worl-d from that
of the
person . There is an indis soluble unJ-ty
.
rnterpretation can only happen through referencing
the

or history of that person, Historicar-ity is a
context necessary for the understanding of another
person.
rn hermeneutics, the understandings come not only
backgrround

from
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the careful and accurate interpretations of what is
currently happening, but the impact of what has come before
(history ) and how that has shaped r,rhat is happening
(present ) - Thus there can be no

mean

j-ngs that are standard

for alL people.

Participants
The term part ici-pant wirr be used throughout this
study' The term refers to the persons who have agreed

to

be interviewed for this research- Four participants were
chosen for this study' They were j-dentified from
a rist of

criteria that brings them within the necessary framework
for this study.
All of the participants were aware of my background
and my beliefs about social servi-ce and working
with
cl-ients - Througrh this awareness, they were abre
to
understand the perspectives through which r
heard their
informat ion .
The criteria

used in choosing participants

for this

study were:

-Ar] needed to be providers of soci-al servi-ce
-A11 needed to be emproyees with a sociar servi-ce
agency for youth.
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-Two of the providers would do direct service with

youth and families.
-Two of the providers would do administrative or

indirect service to youth and famiri-es.
Criteria for guaJ,itf, Researeh
fnterpretative research generally does not lend itself
well to the traditional forms of scientific criteria.
of that, interpretative researchers have begun to
develop criteria that fits the needs of this research.
Because

Lincorn (1995) offers eight criteria that begin to address
the requirements of quarity interpretatlve research.
) standards for j udging quality- The criterion
suggests nine guidelj-nes to determine the publishability
of
qualitative research ' whil-e they appear somewhat rigid
and
slmilar to the guarity criteria for conventionar research,
1

they sti1l tend to offer
The first

some

clarity for researchers.

guidel-ine states that the manuscript must

have archivar significance that advance the knowledge
of

the discipline - The second one states that the manuscript
shourd have rerevant riterature and offer lnformati-on
as to
the intended contributi-ons of this study. The third
quideline sugqpats that the purpose of the study must
be
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directly tied to its intended contributions. The fourth
one states that the procedures of the study should
be
carefulry laid out so that, the process can be crearly
understood and evaruated by the reader. The fifth

guideline refers to the idea that the results need
to
address contributlon to theory, content, method,
and/or
practicar

- The sixth guiderine states that the
limitations of the study must be discussed. This will
domains

happen j-n

the last chapter of this study. The seventh
states the manuscript is wri-tten clearry and that ar1

one

technical terrns are crearry defined. The eighth one
requires that all specuration or assumptj-ons is
clearry
defined as such. And the ninth guiderine for guarity
research states that the manuscript is acceptable

to those

reviewers that understand the nature of its
content.
2) positionality- As defined earrier in this
study,

positionality refers to the notion that arl
research is
"partiat and incomplete; soci-aI1y, culturalIy,
historically, racially, and sexually located; and
can
therefore never represent any truth except those
truths
that exhibit the same characteristics,, (Lincorn,
1g95,
p'280) - with positionality, we must
understand that arl
texts and understandings are subjective and
subject to the
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context within which they were written.

The subjective

naLure of the researcher is reveared by the idea of

positlonarity

positionality.

demands

that this

ectivity is disclosed so that the reader can better
understand the context of the researcher. My positionaLity
subj

as a researcher was identified

in the first chapter of this

study.

) Community as arbiter of quality- Research in this
context is not done for the sake of itself but rather for
3

the good o f the rarger conrmunity, parti-cularly that
community through which the research has been done. Much
of these ideas are simi-Jar to the ideas of liberation
theology and pedagogy in which there is a direct

responsibility for the research to be for the community and
related to the ideals of social action. Within this j-dea,
there is littre room for the objective constructs of
research -

I thought quite a bit about this crj-terion as I
was hoping to understand better my relationship
to this
work and r was also hoping that it wourd prove useful
and

interesting to others who share this profession with me.
4l voice- voice as a criterion for quality research
examines the

vo

j_

ce of the

"who speaks, f or whom, to

s

tudy, answering the guestions of

whom,

and f or what purposes,,
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(Linco1n, p.283). Are the voices in the study adequately
representing or leaving room for the voices of those who do

not have access to the voice of
addressed this concern,

academia?

The criteria

"Thus voice not only becomes

a

characterj-sti-c of interpretative work, but the extent to
which alternative voices are heard as a criterion by which
we can j udge the opennes s I engagement , and problemati-c

nature of any text,, (Lincoln,
5

) criticar

subj

p . ZB 3 )

.

ectivity- This criterion addresses the

notion that, the researcher lras an emotional and
psychological presence throughout the research process.
The researcher is transformed in some way by the experience
and content of the research. rn critical

subj

ectivity,

this emotional- and/or psychological transformation is
explored.

rn exploring my own transformation, r found that r was
initi-aIIy quite anxious about my ablrity to do good
research ' r found myself asking participants to *.he1p
me
with this study", rn time, this anxiety decreased and r
was able to feer- more confidence about the research.

r had picked a research question that was important
to
me and r was curi-ous about the reactions of
others. As a
sociar service provider of the rast twel_ve years, r

had
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interested in the humanity of social service today
and whether or not it. stil1 fit the ideals of the genesis
of this work. r also wondered how ou.r prof essional lives
become

collided or co-existed with our individual humanities. And
I saw this question as singular to the professions of human
service as these are the people professions of helping,
Iistening, being, and assisting.
In the interviews, this curiosity may have been
apparent to the participants. r was so eager to know
if
they wondered sj-miIar things. Besides curiosity, another
feering arose as r heard the stories of these partici-pants.
Many of the stories were so warm and respectfur
that r
began to feel excited and rejuvenated about the
field of
social

work

'

The

memor

j-es of the participants

f

ocused on

stori-es in which the people served were treated with
respect and dignity. This herped to renew my faith

in the

humanity still

present in this work. The stories were al-so
rich with details of working with youth and families
and r
found myself reriving my own beginnings and how
my own
experiences had 1ed me to where r am today.

This rej uvenation and remembrance assisted me when
it
was time to ana lyze the research. The stories
connected me
so much to my own experiences and who r have
attempted to
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be in this work. It helped me to remember more readily the
humanity around me in my work.

6)Reciprocity- rt is important to examine this
criterion because of the "person-centered nature of
interpretative work,, (LincoJn, p. 2g3). This criterion
notes hotr the researcher and the participant are always i-n
relation to each other and that this rerationship is
significant to the outcome of the research" The
reJationship between the researcher and the participant
through its potential for trust and caring determlnes the
cont'ent of the interview. r thought about reciprocity
because r believed that it held the key for having

interviews that produced stories rich in detail and
meaning. It was important to me that my reci.procity with
the participant was one of interest, respect, caring, and
trust.
l') Sacredness- This criterj-on recognizes that there is
a sacred or spiritual side to science.
The

spir: tual or sacred srde of scjence

a ptof ound concern f or human d.ignity,

J

emerEres

ustice ,

f

rom

and,

rnterpersonaL respect. . . Researchers who conceJ.,,e of
science in th-r.s way make space for tie Jifeways of

others and create reJ ationsJ:rps that are based not
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on unegual power, but on mut ual- respect, granting of

dignity, and deep appreciation of the
condition" (LincoLn, F. Zg4).

human

The idea of sacrednes s to rne as a researcher j-s very

important. The shari-ng of respect and dignity of fers
safety and openings for the voice of the participant.
) sharing the prerequi-s ites of privilege- The
cri-terion recognizes the debt that is owed to the
I

participants of the research. The researcher may be able
to benefit from the stud.y that resul-ts from a shared effort
with the participant. r plan to share my results with all
of the participants.

The success that r will have

separately will be the completj-on of my requirements for my
Masters in sociar work. Hopef u1Iy, the partj-cipants and r

together can benefit from the insights gained in this
study.

Dat^a Co].]'ection

Data collection

began with a letter

to the

participants

t,hat exprains the study and how it wirr be
conducted (Appendix B) . Then a consent form was offered
that exprained the risks and the benefits of the study.
This consent form also explained the confid.entiality
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guidelines of the information received through the research
(Appendix C ) . A questionnaire was then used to interview
participants,

which followed the guiderines of herrneneutics

as stated in the conceptual framework. This questionnaire
was be the instrument through which al-I of the data was

collected (Appendix D) . The interview was tape-recorded
t,he average length was between 30-45 minutes long.

and

Questi-ons were as ked

in such a way as to encourage
detailed response. stories that might represent the
essence of whaE a person is trying to articulate were
also
encouraged. The interview was tape-recorded with the
knowledge

of the participant.

An exact transcription of this interview was made.
The interview transcript was then studied by the

researcher' The researcher looked for common meanings
of
Iived experi-ence - An analysis was written that sought
to

expose meanings

or themes f rom the intervi-ew. The written
analysls of the interview was then checked by the
participant f or accuracy. The participant had the
opt1on of
finding that the interpretati-ons were accurate or
they

could ask the researcher to amend some of the

interpretations to better represent the meaning
of the
participant ' Themes emerged in the analysis
that were not
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overtly referred to in the interview.

The

participant

had

the option of accepting these themes or guiding the
researcher to more accurate meanings.

Data Arral.ysis proceduroa
once corlected, the d.ata was professionally

transcribed- The researcher received the transcript from
the transcriber - Since there were he f our i-nterviews, there
were f our transcripts . An anarys 5_s was written by the
researcher of each of these transcripts.

rn the analysis,

the researcher was looking for themes to emerge. rn
quaritative research, there is a process called codi-ng
which is a process of looking for certain pre-determined
words or phrases - rn hermeneut,ics I a dif ferent process
of
coding is used called "namingr" which differs in that it
l-ooks f or patterns of meaning in action.

This process is

looking for more than specific words or phrases. The
researcher of hermeneutics is looking for specific meanings
hidden within the words (Benner, Tanner, & Chesla Lg96)
.
,
The researcher may find themes that are common to al-I

participants,

and

the researcher may locate themes that

might be specific to each subj ect arone. The researcher
attempts to assign meaning to these themes. These meanings
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part of the analysis. The researcher checks the
wri-tten analysls with the participants f or accuracy. They
become

are asked to read it and check the interpretations for
accuracy- rt is only after the participant approves the
int'erpretati-ons that the analysis can be used,
Brown (1999) estabrishes eight general standards
for
good hermeneutic research. These standards
are designed

to

offer guidelines to the researcher as they attempt to
produce accurate interpretation of the words
of others.
1) The text selected should ref l-ect the practice of
lif e today ' This type of research used in soci-al work
is
for the understandings of today. validity is further
preserved i f the understandingrs happen in
a present
context.

2) The research should take into account the various
cultural traditions and pieces of historicar context
which
are interwoven in the stories of the part j_cipants.
These
different contexts represent the *1ifeworId,,
of the
participant and should be recogrnized as much
as possibre.
3 ) The meaning of the participant
should be preserved
as much as possi-br-e by the researcher and should
not be
distorted by the researcher no matter what the
researchers,
own

personal thoughts are.
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) The analysis reflects the interpretation of the
whore and of its parts. The meanJ-ngr of the whole
text is
4

determined by the sum of its parts and the rneaning
of the
parts is determined by the who1e. The whole and the
parts

are relevant to one another.

) The research searches for an interpretation that is
reasonable - The interpreter seeks to rook
for rayers of
meani-ng in the text - rt ls important not
to focus on the
literal meaning or what the author calLs "arbi.trariness
in
the author' s appropriation of communication st,ructures,,
5

(p.281).

6) The researcher has some familiarity with
the topics
that are the subj ect matter of the text. rt would
be
dif f icul-t to analyze or interpret anything if
the subj ect
matter is foreign to Lhe researcher.

| The researcher seeks to estabrish validity for
her
interpretatj-ons through the informaJ- logic
of validation or
argumentation. The researcher will have to go
through a
serj-es of '.guesses,, to interpret what has
been said by the
voice of another. fn order to establish
that the
1

researcher's *'guesses" are better than another,
s
interpretations, it i-s necessary for the
researcher to
understand these "guesses,, criticarry
and to be ab.e to
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defend them.

) The interpretation is clear in the text through the
use of language that is ordinary. The researcher is
asked
to avoid obscure ranguage that refrects only the context
I

of

the researcher and obscures the ranguage of the
participant.
rt is important that the researcher consider these
eight standards of good hermeneutlc research when writing
an analysis that interprets the meanings of another
person.
Proeedures f,or protection
An application of the research design was
submitted
and accepted by Augsburg' s rnstitutionar Review

Board

(

rRB)

which looked over the research design for any
i_ssues of

protection for the participants and assigned it
with the
#99-36-1.

There is a letter and a consent form found
in
Appendices A and B that were sent to the partici_pants.
These forms were used to both explain
the study and offer

protection to the partici-pant . The best protect
ion that
can be given to human participants in this
study was to
make sure

that they have all availabre i_nf ormation.
Addressing ethical issues in social work,
the consent form
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and letter make sure of voluntary participation and
informed consent (Rubin & Babbie, 1gg7) . These issues are
also addressed by the step of allowing the participants to
comment on

the accuracy of the data collected.

The

participant does have the option of removing themselves
from the research process at any poi-nt during the study.
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Chapter {

Findi ngs nnd Di seussion

E.iarti nqrs

This chapter offers interpretations of the four
hermeneutics interviews done with sociar service providers
for this research - The interpretations focus on these
sociar service providers' experiences with the people
they
serve ' Eour hermeneuti-cs interviews were conducted.
Each
interview was about 30-40 minutes in length. Ar1 of
the

participants were asked for five different stori.es
and
story was accompanie,c by a foIlor+-up question that

each

cl-arif ied the importance of each story. An anarysis
was
written by this researcher and was returned to
each

partj-cipant for approval before being used
as data for this
s

tudy

.

The stories were complex and rich with informatlon.

All participants offered storj_es that were unique
diverse - yet common themes began to emerge
among
participants about the kinds of stories they

and

were terring.

what follows is an anarysis of the stories
tord by the
participants focusing on the cofirmon themes
that they shared
across the stories.
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Story

One

The first

story asked of the participants Has for
time, recent or long ago, that herped them come to the

a

decision to choose work in the social services field. AIl
of the participants told stories from a younger time in
their rives. Themes on the power of helping emerged
throughout the stories. All of the participants talked
about bring impacted by powerful exampres of helping

relationships or the lack of helping relationships in their
lives.
The first

participant talked about being

j-mpacted by

the influence and support of a professor at a time when
his/her mother was dying.
And thrs tea cher j ust became thrs rncredrbl.e
flen

tar and she h/a,s a socia-i. worker.

one was impacted because of helping

she

lhe was ahle to

offer one of her/his peers in hiqh schoor.
she was overweight, she r4ras always picked orl , and
she r,rras con.sr. dering Lea ving sch ool_, she would go

the hal"L and peopJ.e would throw things at her
and sfie wroLe me talking about how she r,,/as going to
down

-Leave schoo-r. and she r4ras

a

grood,

person rnsrce and

nobody would take a minute to see that and what not
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and so r wrote her in the paper, r ded: cated.

my

articl-e to her without using her name and she
came back to fie a t the end of the year and said
whoLe

that eve, though peopJe nay have known who r was
talking about, i t changed her experience at scfiooJ.
The rhird parti-cipant felt impacted by helping

rerationships that were noticeably absent at a crucial
time
in his /her l-ife.
People tJ:a t have power put on them to def ine
them,

that put them in boxes. and catego.ries . r felt Like
r was in there at one time and r had fight rea lfy
hard to get outsrde of that . r d,on, t know what
ejse to say about that , tha t , s what sort of druves
me

to thrs....

Helping relationships that were a part of his/her
youth impacted the fourth participant.

r just ruant to be able to drop sofie seeds can .be
able to be there to heJp yaung people so r just
fee-I -l,ke if r lras ]ust part of .some thing that
made
therr cay or sofie thing that made my day... and tJ:a t ,
s
the reason why r just feeJ- -I:ke r iike to help
peopJe becau,se of the things that T ve
experr.enced
,n my r-ife and that h/a.s one of the reasons why

r

afi

s0

doing Lhrs work

now.

As a result of each of experiences that revolved
around the issue of helping, decisions were made

to pursue

social service work as a career path in life.
rt is
interesting to note that three of the participants

were

inf l"uenced by herping relat ionships that they
experienced
as young people while one of the participants was

influenced by the absence of a helping rer-ationship
in
earry in his lif e - This participant chose t.his

work because

he was able to sense the importance of what
he was not
given.
The power

of herping relationships can be strong.
and pauli-n (1ggg ) state that a positive
helping
rerationship between the worker and the client
is the
biggest prognosti-cator of a successfur outcome
for a

young

c1ientr

Goldstein (1990) tarks of the helping relationship
as
the core of this work; ..when we peel back
the rayers of
theory, techni-quep style, and other characteristics
and
movement, what we f ind is two or
more human bei-ngs engage,c
in conversati-on - This is the core of the
therapeutic
exper j_ence,, (27 3-27 4)

.

tr1

JJ-

Story

Two

The second story asked for a time when the

participants had d.one what they perceived as good social
service work' There was an over alr theme of partnering
and
working alongside the people they served. Two of the
participants had primary responsibilities as administrators
and two were direct service. Three of the participants
told
of times that had happened early in thej-r careers.
And the

fourth participant

administrator found that the
current work is the best and most satisfying work she
lhe
who was an

has done.
The three who spoke of their early work told
of times
when they had fewer responsibilities
to any paper

or

bureaucracy and more time to do j ust direct
service.

The

other participant felt that her/his time now LZ years
,
after entering the fieLd is the time when he/her j-s
doing
the most satisfying work even though he/her has
many more
responsibilities than he/her had earrier in
his career.
Each story tord about good social service
work
illustrated a time when the participant had worked
alongside the people they were serving.
one participant described it as a partnership
with

his/her client - Her/his story

comes from

a time when
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/he felt less constralned by professional dutj-es and had
a passion to be with people.
she

r ,as content with our re]a tionship and so
comforta.ble with it that hre sat there for hours
and hours and continued to g:row and. Learn from
each otier about l-ife experr.ence and who hre are

today and it lras back and forth.

counseling. rt

r,ra^s

rt

wasn,

t

two people rn a car Jearning

a.bout each other and tha t roas social. work to
when we

left

tJ:ere

r w€ both

knew way

each other than we eyer did and it
bond and

me.

flore about

built d bigger

a bigger trust between us.

Another participant welcomed, the opportunity to hear
and respect the stories that young peopre were telring
her /him

-

He

/

she f elt that good s oci-al work incruded

wercoming the challenge of hearing others, of being

questioned, and of looking for unigue sorutions.

r Jrke fhe opportunity to

J.ea

Ert, to get outside of

myserf and Learn about the rest of ti:e worLd,.
PeopJe's different :deas. r Joye see.nEr peopJe
overcofie and succeed in ways r neuer thought of. r
Tiked beingt chalJ_enged in that way.
And then two participants fert they were doing good
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work when they had the least training,dt

a time

when

their

jobs entailed hanging out with the peopre they served,
offeringr an ear and some support.
one of the part j-cipants f elt that this was good work
because she /he believed he was genuine, compassi-onate,
and

"true to myself ,,.
Just Ehe struggle, just being a young person and
j ust you know, r courd. rer,a te to them trying
to
f ind thernseJrzes and it j ust f elt grood to know that
r coul-d J ust sr t back and. j ust be who r rdas and
never j udge anybody and. not put j udEnnen t on them
just understanding therr struggle and r felt
Tike this -.s the best work r r ve ever done.

and

And finally

t'he last participant saw good work as real
and genuine connections with crients.

rronically, it's

when

tratning that l,ve

r had the reast

amount

of

to tJ:is d.ate| but what I
think herped me feel. competen t or usefuL js t;:a t r
feL t J rke r had a very strong , unders tand.ing r. s
not a gaod word, .but r f eLt L:ke r f eJ-t very
had.

passr.onate, maybe is a better word., about exactly
what r r,ra.s doing, r fel-t that r understood. that fiy
purpose

pfa.s

not as an advocate, as a theraprst or
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as a

counse

Lor, but

to provide advocacy
and

rea

lly as .someone who r.s tftere

and. support and information

a safe pJace.

All the participants used t,he word,s people,

women,

kids, etc ' to 'describe the people they have served rather
than crient ' They spoke of rerationships that were
mutual
where there were opportunlties to learn from
the..client,,
and understand their struggles. These themes
do not suggest

that a hierarchy or a feering of paternarism is desired
these workers ' Rather they spoke of rerationships
that

by

were shared and that honored the strength of
those being
served.

"Roles that emphasize shared responsibility,
professional-'s interventlons are with the

where the

crient are

more promis

ing in

cros

s culturar-

exchanges,,

(

much

Durst

1994,p.40) .

while this quote is attributed specifically to
cross-cultural worker-client relationships, it
has meanj,ng
for all worker-client relationships.
Story Three
The third story was looking for a time
of

frustration or difficurty associated with sociar
service
work' The themes that emerged among arr of
the stories had

s5

to do with different types of barriers that influenced the
work that participants wanted to do with peopre. rt is
interesting to note that none of the stories had to do with
frustrations had with the crients themselves.
one participant saw these barriers at a beginning

level of professional awareness as he/she described

an

event where he/she power struggled with a young man instead
of working with him' He/she had perceived his/her position

with this young

man as one

of power, a professional. The
young man saw rt differently. The participant
came to
understand that his/her job title

the only thing that
made him/her terribly different from the young
man he/her
was trying to serve.
rt

became

was

more about me than hrrn

'became more

important than hrs

and.

my agenda

and. what needed

to

get done because r couLd have s-lorsed it d.own and. r
had the skrl.Ls to do that, but my agenda became
more important to get hin to do what (t thought)
he needed to do.

participants saw the barriers from an
organj-zatj-onal level-. one of these particj-pants
saw the
barri-ers in how organi zations can be more concerned
Two

about

numbers and

other types of bureaucracy than about the
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people being served.

I see : t if

re not being: true to tJ,e
participants and" you 're j ust going into the
you,

situation trying to get the numbers, then itrs not
gonna work - But if you go in and" you really
care
about peopre, then the numbers are gonna come
because people, they respect you r lotJ try you
know.

The other participant saw oppression in how clients
were
beingr described and categrori-zed in ways that
seemed

conflict with the sociar work values of respectfur
dignifying service to people.

to

and

. . and the

inconsistency with the code of ethics
and why I fel t l-ike r became a soc-r.ar. worker
and.
the foLks for

whom

f was serT/-?.nEr who use my rol.e

as rea LLy more of a consui, tan t or a business
person who had to supply them with the servr.ce
of
a home study in order ta get the product of a
chrl,d

r{/as

a very d.ifferent ro]e for me than what r

fel-t L:ke socrai work shouLd be for me and
that
I^ras particul-arfy frus trating
because where r r,ras
at

that thrs was socra-Z wotk, and how J_s it
okay as a sociaJ- worker to d:scriminate
agarnst
was I
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fol-ks ,becau,se of the:.r Lack of re.sources or
,because Ehey haven't .been married. rong enough or

they've struggled with cepressi.on and you would.
not all_ow the match to an ad,option.
And one participant saw the barriers at a soci.etal
lever as she d.escribed the rack of services and
understanding available for the homeless young people
that
she served.

Right nowr peopJe (youth) are scrambling to find
job and once they get d job, they can,t afford.

a

to

, they str]r can' t afford. to rerrer so they
either need to (have) Jower :ncome housing so that
J,rne

youth can afford, it or raise the minimum wage
and
thtough my experience r have seen severa-r,

residents of th:s p.ogram struggle with thrs.
The experiences that these participants
had with
barriers to good work point out the structures
so often
evi-dent in

s

ocial work that are designed to differentiate,

categorize, and separate the "c.l-ient" f rom
the worker,
This process of differentiating
and separating has been
called clientilism.
Cen

tra J- to tj:e

:.

dea

of cLient:lrsm L.s the patran-.

cl_ient rel-at:onshrp character: zed by,

1

)

a

s8

drstru.butionaJ system of goods and .servrces based

an unequal or

on

trical rel. ationshrp between tfte
superL or patron and an inf erior clien t or client
gtoup, and 2) or exchange between patron and ctient
asylnme

Ehat does not all-ow the

cl,

jent choices

a

(Cowgrer, lggg ,

p. Zs_29),
This differentiation happens by the professionalizing
of the worker and pathologizing the crient. The crient
categorj-zed by dysfunction depends upon the expertise of
the worker to resolve a crisis.

"clientilism represents a unique type of labeLing in
professionalized and specialized society whereby people
receive the labeI and the soci-al rore of ..client,, and, in
the process, forfeit

a

a

degree of power and independence,

(Cowger, 1998, p.30).

Story Four
The fourth story asked for the participants to find

a

time when they saw others do good social service work. The
good work as seen by the participants revolved
around three
centra]- themes. These were themes of connecting,

authenticj-ty, and respectfurness for the people being
served' Different words were used sometimes to describe
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these themes and not alr of these themes
narrati-ve '
way

made

it into each

Yet at least two o f the three themes made their

into aIl

f part ic j-pant, s stories .
Two of the parti-cipants tarked about seeing
authenticity in the relationship between the worker and the
client'' one saw it in the genuine way his/her work partner
o

enters the community and communicates with the residents.
. - - IIe shor+s he's genuine and he, s true
to peopJe
and he just -Ioves to heJp peopJe and he is not

fake about it.
thrs
"be

one thing that I ve r-earned f

cor--reague -.s
reaL

rom

he's arways tord fre , he says/

, stay cTeatrve ,

and. you,

lJ go far

-Ln

tjrrs

work". Be rea-l with yourseJf and always stay
creatrize.

Another saw it in the way her/his teammate addressed
homophobic comments made by

a young person with patience

and honesty.
And

he

waJ-ked away

again

and,

ti:e k id thought about

that agiain , and haif an hour i.a ter the kid
cafie
back to him and said that he has used the word

gay

l:ke that for a long trme and he had neyer
sLopped
to thrnk about what he was saying and the
thing I
admire about that story r.s that he wasn,
t teJ -i ing
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him what to say or how to say it.
tel.l.

ing h:m that he r^ras a

He nrasn, t

bad person

for saying

it, he taught him some thing.
of the participants also spoke of the importance
of the connecti-ons they saw between the worker and the
crient ' one participant was exci-ted when he/she saw this
Two

in

of her/his child protection colleagues who she lhe felt
sometimes see the values and ethics of good practice
as not
appricable to them because of the nature of their work.
some

being good in that job (child protection)
reguire.s j ust an rncred ibr-e amount of ftnesse and.
a real, respect for peopJe because if you went in
with absor. u te respect knowing: tha t you had a j ob
....Ald

to do and that peopre did.n, t always r-ike your j ob,
but if you treated people with dignity and r_eft
them that wdy, then you we=e succe.s sful in
that
j ob no matter what the out come,

the soc:a]

.seryl_ce

outcome rdas necess arily.

a

Another learned about connectj-ons from the practice
of
supervj-sor who taught about thoughtf ur and patient
work.

You

ask the right que.strons

and.

as

Jong as your re

connectingr, if you are connecting, then you,
re

okay, right? rf you do that stuff without
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connect ion, then r t doesn't

matter, then

you, re

just another person s: t ting behind a desk or jn
rnterview room or in a group room asking: E.s,
guestrons- Eut if you are connected, tl:en it
.becomes real-. Afld r .sa,o her do that and. teacfi
how

to do that

r

an

me

tched her r so uhen r see
people do that , it's just Like wow, that, s cool.
In her article,
about Pract i ce

and.

r+a

One Hundre d Years of Innov ative Ideas

Franklin

) found that the simple
practice of building crient. rerationships, strengths,
(

lggg

sel-f-determination is the most effective way to
herp
beings solve problems.

and

human

For 100 hundred years social workers have believed
that human beings have the capacity to change
and

resolve their own problems. using the capacity
of
sociar workers to foster client rerationshi-ps,
harness their strengths, and rook to crient
ser-f

determination is the best method for fostering
the
change process (p. ZLA) .

of respectfulness move throughout all of the
stories from the participants. They are found
in aLr of
the stories told of the 1istening, pat j_ence g€nuineness,
r
Themes

and compassion of Lhe workers described
by the
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participants.
Story Eive
The final story tord by participants was in response
to guestion about' looking for j-nstances of inspiratj-on
that
came from

the people being served. The themes that arose
most significantly from these stories were about
the wisd,om
and goodness within the people being served.

The

parti-cipants tarked about the wisdom and goodness
they
discovered in cIj-ents as if they had stumbled
on a secret

that' the rest of soci-ety had largely f orgotten.
one participant tarked about how young peopre

have

thanked him/her for the impact she/he has had
in their
lives even that participant never thought she/he
had d.one
much of anythingr to be that helpfuL.

r

working r.n the hiqh schooi.s and r ran the
smokrn g pit you know, so krds cour-d.
cofie ou t and
hras

smoker

lou know, and. th:s one young man Just came
up to me and sa:d 'r wourd, never have gtaduated
from high schooJ if it

wasn,t for you,

and.

r said,

r didn' t do too much' and he sa id,, no , you
;l ust _Z:stened to me. , And I said, ,wow,
.
The other participants focused on examples
of c1ients
'man

,
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being generous and showlng wisdom. one example tord by
participant who r-ed a group f or young mothers. she/he

a

tal- ked about

the young mot.hers giving support to one
another in their attempts to resist the vj-olence they had
known in their own I i-ves as chi-Idren .
Ard they toLd her that her daughter has a Joving
mother even though the mother didn, t have a loving
mother and so th:s interaction r.nspr.red fie because
tJ:ey did it on ther r

own

, they f igrured i t out

on

t-herr own and i t had nothingr to d,o with charging

with abuse and tel,.z ing that parent that
tjrey r4lere bad and that therr kid hras going to grow
up to be a bully and ayL of that. rt didn,t have
.someone

anything to do with that.

rt

had,

to do with

rning f rom your past to d.ecide your futr,re.
Another participant's story came from his/her
work with
J.ea

homeless youth in i-ndependent living settings
. His /her
memories of inspiration had to do with young
peopre become

organized and through this organi zation being
abre to
develop a community.

I

am 1r us t

thinkinq about where I work now at th_z.s
ag:ency I with thrs youth conmunity
counci L we ha rre
going which r-s about youth

ad.ur-t

partnershrp

and
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tl:en you've got staf f and yots, ve got resrdents of
tJ:rs ptogram which are made up of young people,
who

aLL invoJ-ve each other to deveiop pof icy

and

develop how the bur Jd.ing, s going to run and al.l of

that in
agrer.sm

cha

llenging one anther a.bout

/ about sexism

and. al-l-

.biases

, about

of that and seelnEr

the young peopJe r work with feel, free enough to
talk about those thrnErs and to challenge tJle
people that are supposed to be provid,ing servlces
to Lhem on their own stuff, that's inspiring, that
what I thrnk socra-Z serv-z.ce.s shoul.d be.
And finally

there was a story of a young woman

institutionalized throughout her lifetime who was stilI
able to engage with workers with patience, hope, and
honesty.
Rea

lly thrs young

woman who had

and had Lived in r.ns titut:ons

state hospitaT which

no parents ever

and grew up r.n the

t happen to
reaf f y, had a twin tha t died, tj:rs rncred
shou_l dn,

anyone

ibl.e

young wofian and she had so much optimism and so

faith and goodness and f aith ln her trea Eers
-,nd she's j ust rncred ibJy gracr.ous about her rif e

much

experrences and her wiLLinqrness to red LLy be
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presen t and exl"err. en ce everything tha t rr/as going
on.

saleeby (7992t states that for social workers to use a
strengths approach in their work with people requires an
understanding of five assumptions. The first assumption
is
that all people have strengths that can be used to improve

the quality of thei-r lives. The second one states that
the
motivation to change happens through an emphasis on
strengths as understood by t,he client. The third assumption
is that sociar workers need to have a cooperative and
mutual working relationship with clients in order
to do
strengths

work

- The f ourth

assumpt

j-on is that the worker be

able to hear the c-l-ient' s story in a way that acknowledges
honorable struggles within perceived deficits.
And the

fifth maintains that even the ''b.Leakest,, of environments
contains resources.
These assumpti-ons recognize that people
are more than

their deficits or the needs that bring them in for
services ' The goodness and the wisdom r^rithin
cLients can be
appreciated and honored by the workers in their
lives. ArI
of the participantg in this study fert acti-vely
inspired by
the people they have served. Saleeby (19gG) sees
this
larger perspective as an opportunity for workers
to re-
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discover the wholeness and the depth of the people they
serve.

Dissussion

Discussion of the findings happens in three parts.
First, the responses to the interview guestions are
reviewed and the themes that emerged are discussed.
Next,
there is a l-ook at the distinct characteristics of the

stories from each respondent. And finarry, there is a
discussion of the research questions and what answers
were
provided by the participants.

Interrrier thenes
while each question ericited different stories from
the participants, there were themes evident in the
stories
that were common to most or all of the participants.
Eor the stories on what assisted the participants
in
choosing this career path. there emerged a theme
about the
power of herping. Ar1 parti-cipants were
so inf ruenced by
the power of helping in their rives that it

influenced

their choj-ce of career '

This helping impacted them alr on
an emotional Level and two of the participants
remarked on
how significant that herping had been
in their rives or in
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the Iives of others.
rn the second story where the participants tord a
story about a time when they themserves had done good
work,
they f ocused on themes of partneri-ng with or working
alongrside the peopre that they served - Each story

reflected a time that they had been with people in
a Hay
that was comfortable and. a connection had occurred.

Ar1 0f

the particlpants be1ieved that partnering with crients
around shared goals were the most effective and
respectful
way to work with people
rn the third story tord about times of frustration,
themes about barriers to service came to
the front. This
was something that each parti-cipant saw
as getting in the
way of their relat j-onships with clients.
These barriers
were seen on many levels including; societal,

organizational, and professional. These barriers
were
related to the various boundaries, bureaucracies,
and

clientilism that occur on the societal, organizational,
and
professionar- levers of sociar service.
An exampre of this
happened when one of the participants
fert that, the agency
focused more on num-bers of clients than
they did on Lhe
actual needs of clients.

Societally,

these barriers were

the assumptions and biases that are often
placed

on youth
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are homeress or are parents at an early age by their
environment - These biases and generalizations as
descrj.bed
by the world around them were seen as impacting these youth
who

and their ability

to access opportunity and to feel
supported in thelr attempts to succeed.
Two participanEs saw organi zatj-ons as impacting
their
ability to have reratlonships with crients. one
participant saw the organizational- barrier in
its
obl-igations to bureaucracy and how that can someti.me
overshadow the needs of crient,s . Another partlcipant
saw

this barrier to relati-onship in orgrani zaEions in
the way
that cLients can be categorized and labered by workers.
This process of differentiation or crientilism works
to
further separate the worker from the cri-ent.
And finarry'

one participant saw barriers in his/her

relationship with clients througrh some of the
structures of
professionatism that he/she was taugrht.
As a new
professional in the sociar service fieId,
she/he saw
her/his rore as one of power rather than of relationshi_p.
similar to cl-ientili-sm, this participant fert
that his /her
early beliefs about his professional role caused
to

separate and thus impede his,/her ability

to

make

rerationships with cr-ients and to serve them
werr.
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The themes that emerged from the fourth set of stories
were of good work that partlcipants observed other workers

with cl-ients - The ideas of good work came in the forms of
authenticity, connection, and respect. Each participant saw
at l-east two of these traits in workers as essential to
doing good social servj_ce work with people.
And the f inal- theme f ound in the stories came f rom

stories about cl-ients

who had

inspired them as workers.

All of the participants focused on examples of wisdom and
goodness disprayed by the people they serve.
This theme
seems to demonstrate a berief in the strength
and the
compet'ency

of clients as seen by the people who serve

them.

All of these themes together suggest that workers want
and strive for a mutual rerationship with crients.
workers
understand that herping is a powerful and worthy
thing to
do in life ' Yet the helping or sociaf service profession
is not as simple as a helping hand. rt requi-res that
the
worker also intends to incorporate integrity,
respect, and
in reration to clients. The worker has a
responsibility to not injure the dignity or the serf
worth
of the client.
empathy
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Theuee

of participants

By looking at the interview of each participant, it
is
possible t'o note one theme for each participant that
flows

through the f ive stories they told. partl-cipant #1 sall
most
of her stories through the idea that a partnering

relationship wlth the cr-ient is the key to good social
service work' Participant #2 focused on the aesthetics
of
her rel-ationships with cl ients . she was mos t interested
in
appreciating and examining the complexity of these
relationships both with herserf and with the people

she

serves. Participant #3 concentrated on accept,ing the
challenge of exproring partnering relationships with
clients '
Participant #4 berieved that the authenticity

of

the connection with a cl-ient is the most important aspect
of reLationship- whire these themes are quite diverse,
they all revorve around an interest in the relationship
that a worker can have with the people they serve.

It
overall

appears that each participant

has a different

theme.

However, there are some shared i-deas . The
participants all_ recogn ize a sense of art to the
work of
helping people. Helping in and of itself can be probably

be done by anyone. But there is

a

depth

to this work that
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goes beyond helping.
The art of this work is to effectively assist clients

as they seek to make changes in their rives. And the
worker needs to offer this assistance in such a way as
to
not only protect the client but to promote a client' s
dignity and sense of self-worth.

Questions and Theues
There were three research questions for this study.
-what do social service workers beL ieve to be t,heir

role as advocate for the people they serve?
-How do sociar service workers see their relati-onships
with clients?
-What do they want those relationships to be?
The first questj-on explores what social service

workers see as their role with the peopl e served.
By
exami"ning the themes brought forth in
this study, it is
pos s ibLe to begin a description
of what rore that sociar

service workers seek to fill
they serve From the themes

in the Jives of the people

availabl-e, it is possible to see that
the role of the sociar service worker can be
twof or_d.
First, the worker can be a helper, willing to
assist the

12

cl-ient with a crisls or a difficurty that the crient
defines - The worker can bring qualities of respect,
compassion, honesty, and ristening, all of which can
be

useful at times of crisis. secondly, the worker can also
be a partner with the client through this time of
difficulty.
The worker recognizes the goodness, wisdom,
and complexity of the people they serve. With
this

understanding, the worker is easiry abre to work
arongside

the cl-ient to find a solution.
The two roles outrined above seem guite simirar
to one
another. However, Ehere are subtle differences.
The

worker as helper is carred on to assist, offer
wisdom,

or provide directi-on. Ad,cing the rore of partner
impries a sense of sharing. The worker intends
to
and /

understand and empath ize with the struggre
of the cr-ient.
They will do more than heIp. They work
alongside the

client r s€€king solutions f rom withi-n the context
of the
cl ient

.

of the twenty stories gathered for this study saw
expert or manager as usefur rores for workers
to have with
the people they served' These rores were seen
as one-sided
None

and hierarchical-.

contributlng

to

The participants did not see these rores
a

trusting relationship between a worker
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and a client - More than one story descrj-bed these roles as

potentiarly damaging to the client-worker relationship.
The next two questions were about the re 1at ionship
that workers feel they have with clients
those relationships to be?

and what they want

-How do social service workers see

their relationships

with clients

?

-And what do they want these rel_ationships to be ?
The concept of relationship between themselves and the
peop I e they serve was seen as important
to the participants

of this study. They see the development of this
relationship as the primary stepping stone to providing
effective service to people in need,.
The rerationship that the participants describe

includes the traits of respect, connection, and
authenticity' The workers saw these relationships as mutual
and saw themselves as benefitting and learning from
these
rerationships ' The participants saw these rerationships
as

reciprocar- From their stories arose a perceptlon that
clients often contribute as much to usr the workerr ds
we
do to them.
The participants tol-d stories that described
instances
when

they were abre to deverop partnering relationships
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with cl-ients - These rerationships were able to uti-Iize the
traits of respect, compassion, connection, and authenticity
that these partici-pants defj-ne as necessary for a helping
relationship with someone.
However, the participants also told stories that

described barriers to these relaEionships. These
barriers
were at many revels and included things such as
organi zationar- rigidity,

rlzation or r-abering of
people' societal expectations, and, professional
boundaries.
These barriers were seen as impeding the worker
and the
catego

crient from engaging in a helping, partneringr rerationship.
The participants were concerned about the
barriers
that can be found within organizations. Ar1 example
would be
the barance that workers must find between the work
that
they do with crients and the statistj-caL expectations
of
the organi zation. There are times when the needs
of the
organi zati-on are not congruent with the
needs of the
crient ' The client may need more time with a worker
than an
agency is willing to arlow due to caser-oad
concerns.
or

t'he client may see k services that the worker
courd provide
but would not meet the grant or outcome reguirements
of the
agency

' The crient

s coincide with the abirities of
the worker, hut not with the needs of the organizati-on.
nee,c'
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Another barrier within organizations j-dentified by the
respondents was the categorization and the tabeling of

clients for the purposes of insurance or statistics. These
practices are often not complementary to the worker, s
attempts to hear the client's story and to honor their own
descriptions of self. An example of this phenomenon is the
diagnoses that are often necessary in order for a client to
seek reimbursement f or mental health servj-ces . A person, s

rife can be reduced to a simpre description such as;
dysthmia. This description merely identifies a category of
struggle and inability

to cope. ft does not take into
account the uniqueness of the person described or the ways
in which they have been abl-e to resist this description.
rt categorizes on the basis of

dysf uncti-on onry.

Another barrier respondents identified is their

perception t'hat society has beliefs and expectations
about
the people who may be in need of social services. These

beliefs can further and inaccurately define the client and
their needs. These beriefs arso have tremendous infruence
over the services available to people facing dif f icuLtj-es.
A service is only availabre if it fits within society,
s
sense of priorities.
For example, this society has

currently prioritj-zed work as more important than staying
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at

raising children which was a societal- priority
during the era of AFDC (Aid to Families wlth Dependent
home and

children ) . Therefore mothers who have been raising
children on welfare are now directed toward workfare where
they are expected to become self-sufficient. Funding
then

shifts to meet the needs of society, s changing var-ues.
The worker can be impeded in their quest to
deverop a

strong relationship with the crient and to assist
them in
accessing resources if society terrs a different
story
about their situation and thei-r needs.
And the l-ast barrier identified by respondents
was one
of prof essionalism. The barrier of prof essional j-sm
can be

defined by the concept of crientilism. crients
are
differentiated and separated. from the worker
so as to
promote boundaries and limits for the
worker, rt can also
serve to separate the worker in ways that
can be seen as
artif icial by the people being served. someti-mes
the

concepts of professionarism can be bolstered
by concepts of
power through knowredge - This thinking
promotes the idea
that the worker is the expert in the lives
of

.he peopre

they serve' This is often seen as an artificiar
construct
by the crient who knows that the worker
can not truly know
their Ii-ves.

1-t

However, despite the possibility

of professionalism

as

a potential barrier to the worker-client relationship, it
is important to note that the structure of the soci-a1 work
profession is designed to serve the client in a respectful
and dignified manner.
The ethlcal principles of social- work echo strongly

the be]ief s and desires of this study's participants.
code of ethics in socia]- work practice varue service,

The

social justice, the dignity and worth of a person, the
importance of human rer-ationships, integrity, and
competence (NASW,1996) .

The ethical responsibilities of

the sociar worker are designed to protect and to ensure the
rights of the crient. There is a commitment to ongoing
education and training. rf anything these et,hics and
standards are more designed to promote the worker-cj-ient

reratj-onship than they are to add further barri_ers.

Li-Eitatione and Strengths of

Stu-dy

This study was limite'd by the smarl_ number of
participants and the l-ocalized geographic region. AIso

ar1

of the participants are employed by the same agency and are
potentially influenced by the stance of the agency.
The
agency has been non-traditionat in approach and
has not
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heavily infruenced by psycho-dynamic therapies in
recent years - The therapeutic approaches currently used by

been

this agency are sorution focused and narrative.
Rubin and Babbie

) emphasize that hermeneutj-cs is
a very sub j ective approach to research. They cautj.on that
(1997

researchers must arways stay aware of their own
perspectives and beliefs as weII as staying aware of the
beriefs and perspectives of the participants. The
researcher needs to establish his or her positionality in

order to clarify the potential influence he or she may have
over the interpretations. These interpretations will vary
from researcher to researcher.
Hermeneutj-cs

offers

many

strengths for researchers

who

val,ue the corrective experiences of people. Noted
postmodern philosopher Foucault ( 1980 asks
the questions,
)

what Lypes of knowr-edge do you want to d.isqualify

in fhe very

ln.s

tance of your demand.; rs it

a

science? Which speakr frg, d:s coursing subjects_
which subjects of experr.ence and knowl-ed,ge- do you
want to drm:n:.sh when you say: r who conduct this
d:.scour.se am cond.ucting a sc.ent if ic drscourse
,

I

am

a .scr,entrst? (p,

and.

J74)

Hermeneutics is interested in these'.nonscientific,

19

discourses, discourses that are deepry rooted in hurnan
experience and narrative. Hermeneutics suggests that
the

act of scientific inquiry

may obscure

discourses of personal history.

equarly regiti-mate

Hermeneutics exprores the

legitimacy of those experiences.
Hermeneutics as a research tool cannot be utilized
in
the same way that quantitative methods can be with
the
numbers of subjects they are able to incrude.
However, it
is possibl-e that this study courd be done with a wider

circle of participants encompassing a rarger consterration
of specialities and theories of practice, rt wourd
be
interesting to see the commonarities that would
emerge

from these stories if tol-d by workers from
different areas

of sociar service exposed to dif f erent mod.es of practlce.
rt wourd also be useful to extend the study to
incrude the
stories from different geographic parts of the
country. A
very interesting use of this study wourd be
to compare
the

stories tol-d by participants of different cultures
so as to
further understand the complexity of thought
within
cultures.

BO

Iuplications

for practice

Gordstein (lgg2) suggested that social work
functi-ons better as an art than as a science. Socia1 work
Howard

is work with the needs of humans. In the spirit of that
work, social work should honor and celebrate the uniqueness
and complexity of what it rneans to be human, Many social
workers and social service workers today question the
concept that people easily fit

into simple categories of
descri-ption - The uniqueness of culture and the complex5-ty
of history have been long dismissed in an attempt to find
to explain people and their behaviors.
Hermeneutics i-s a form of research that focuses on the
complexity and unigueness of the human being, Hermeneutic
ways

researchers have the opportunity to recognize and honor
the
experience of people and believe that there is import.ant

within the narratives that they of f er.
This practice is valuabl-e for the future of social
work ' sociaL workers and social service workers
can expand
knowl-edge

their opportunities

to learn about families from books and
theories to the actual practice of lj-stening and exploring

the storj_es brought to us by the families

themse-l_ves.

sociar workers and social- service workers can conslder
that
these narratives offer more than opportunities to
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pathologize and label- people.

These narratives can hold

valuable meanings that can both serve the family and can
enrich the experj-ence of soclal service workers.
This study has found that worker seek a respectful,
mutual, caring, and authentic relationship
they serve.

It was also

f

with the people

ound that workers were rnost

successful when they partnered with clients
solutions.

They al-so believe that clients

in seeking
can contrlbute

to the lives of workers in a reciprocal way.
In this study, both direct servj-ce and administrative
people were interviewed. ft is interesting to note that
there were not significant

differences between the

responses of administration
They both echoed similar

and those of direct service.

influences and examples of good

social service work. They al-so tarked about similar
harriers to good work.
These workers were often frustrated

by barriers

that

they saw as l-imiting their opportunitj-es to have a mutualrelationship with crients.
And finarry, this study found
that rore and relationship

with clients are complex

concepts that go far beyond the idea of a helping hand.
The lived experiences of the people who do social work
or social service work are rich with understandings and
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perceptions. These experiences can add layers to our
understanding of this work and to the education of people

entering this field. rdeas, feerings, and experiences are
brought forth that honors the complexity of what happens in
this work. Research of this kind can further enrich our
understandings of how to work with peopre. These
understandings can help this profession as it seeks to grow

in its quality and efficacy of service to people.
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Appendix A

MEMO

April 19,

L999

TO: Sheila MorJ-arty

From: Dr. Lucie Ferrel1, IRB Chair
RE: Your IRB Proposal
Thank you f or your response to the rRB condit j-ons f or
approval . You have met these condit j-ons and your study,
'*Social Workers: Their Role and Relationships with the
People they serve," is approved, rRB approval number 9g-361. Please use this number on al-I official correspondence
and written materials rerative to your study.

Your research should provide social workers with valuable
insiqht . r wish you every success in your endeavor.

LF:

1mn

C: Dr. Clarice Staff
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eppendix s

fnformatiou ]-etter
Dat e

Dear

9

9-3 6-1

col- league ,

Eor my master's thesis work in social work at Augsburg
College, I am dolng a study on social service workers and
their perceptions of role and relationship with the people
they serve. f am interested in rarhat social service
workers think and believe about these questions. The
stories and unique experiences of social service workers
will be the data that will shape this research.

Daily lived experiences wilt be the information sought
for this study. This will happen through a face-to-face
interview at a time and a place specified by you. There
will be a list of several questions that will take about
60-90 minutes to answer, These questions will- be used to
seek information about your experi_ences.
The i-nterview will be recorded on audio tape. The name
of the participant wil-I not be recorded on tape. The tape
wirl be identified by a number. That tape wilr be
prof essionally transcribed. The transcripts wil-l only be
identified by a number. The transcripts will be studied by
me. No one other than myself will know the names of the

participants.

r will look for themes and. meanings within your
narrative.
r believe that your narrative wiII give us
important information about soci-al service workers and our
beliefs about our roles and relationships with clients An anarysis will- be written f rom the interview.
interview wilL not be diagnosing anything about you.
Rather the analysis will be highlighting themes that
from the stories you teII.
You will

Thi s
emerge

have a chance to comment on the accuracy of
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analyses of other soclal service workers who participate in
this study.
wi I1
t ime

All- of the information that you offer for this study
be confidential.
Your name will not be used at any
after the interview.
My hope for this study is that it wiII

alIow social
service workers an opportunity to reflect on who we are in
thls profession. Socia1 service workers generally have
very busy and often stressfur professionar lives.
The
intention of this research is to give social service
workers a chance to talk about this work and who we are in
this work.

r hope that you wltl consider this opportunity to
speak with me about your life as a soclal service worker.
If you have any questions, please call me.
Thank You,

SheiIa Moriarty
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AppFn*ix

C

Congent Eo:ru
Date

9

9-3 6-1

Dear Particlpant:
Purpose of S tudy
You are invited to participate in a research proj ect
designed to explore the role and relationship that social
service workers have with their clients. This study is
being conducted as part of my master, s thesls in social
work at Augsburg correge. participat j_on for this is
completely voluntary. r ask you to read this form and ask
any questions you may have before agreeing to be in this
s tudy .

The study is designed to exprore sociar service
worker' s perceptions about their role and rel-ationship with
the people they serve. This happens through an interview
process where the worker is encouraged to talk about
experiences they have had with cl-ients. These stories
woul-d center around stories that spo ke to relationship or

role with clients.

Procedures of Study
The study consists of one audio taped interview
lasting between 60 and 15 minutes. A11 interviews will

be

conducted by the prlmary researcher. After the intervlew
j-s finj-shed, r will do an anarysis which focuses
on the
meanings derived from the stories and any themes that may
emerge - You wii-I be contacted again and given the
opportunity to review the analysis for accuracy. The
analysis from your interview will be used as data for my
thesis.

Confidentiali ty
Your conf identiality
is maintained. your name wil-l_
not be shared with anyone. The transcriber wirl_ have
access to the tapes which wilr only be identified by a
number. The only other person who will- have access to the
tapes or transcripts wil-t by my thesis advisor, Dr. Clarice
Staff. That person will- find that the interviews can only
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be identified by a study numher- The intervieur tapes will
be destroyed at the end of this study which wil_I be August

31,

1ggg.

Rieks and Benefi ts of the S tudy
One possibl e risks for you is if you choose
di-scuss
painf u1 or prJ_va te memorj_es during t.he course of to
the
interview. you w ilr not be pressed to share anything that
you do not want to share. The possible benefits of this
study have to do with honoring the legitimacy of the social
servlce workers perceptions about who we are and who
want to be with the clients we serve. The participant wecan
choose to end th eir participat.ion i_n the research at any
point in the pro CESS.
Contacts and
stions
The i nterview wilI be scheduled at a time and
a place
which is convenient to you. I will be the only researcher
for this study. My name is Sheila Moriarty. I can he
reached at home, My thesis advisor's name is Dr.
Clarice
Staff.
She can he reached at Augsburg Col1ege 1 ( 012 :30)
7314.

You
records .

wil_l_

be given a copy of this form for your

You are free to withdraw from the study at any
You are also free to refuse permission for the use time.
of your

taped interview - rf you refuse to end your partici-pation
any tj-me, it will not affect your relati-onship with The at
Bridgre f or Runaway youth or Augsburg col lege .

AUTHORfZATION I I,
r have read
the above consent form.
My signature here ind icates that
I give my permission fo r information I provide
for publ_ication in a th esis for the MSW program toat be used
Augsburg. This signatu re also indicates that I have
received a copy of the consent form.
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i gnat ure
(

S

Participant

Date
)

i gnat ure

Date

(Researcher)

I consent to be audiotaped:

S

i gnature

Date
(

Participant

)

f consent to be quoted:

S

i gnat ure

Dat e
(

rRB #99-36-1

Participant

)
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filcDsndix

fntervier
Samrr].e

D

Harrative
Questions

-

1. As you ref l-ect on your experiences as a social
service workerr can you teII about a timef recent or long
ago, that reminds of why you wanted to become a social
servi-ce worker, f invite you to teIl this story. Give as
much detail as you can.
TeII

me why

What makes

you chose this story for this question.

this story important to

you?

2I would like you to telI me about another ti-me in
your life as a social servi-ce worker. Think of a time when
you rea]Iy felt you liked who you were as a social service
worker with a cl- ient . Some people may think this question
is similar to the first.
rf you think that, r want you to
challenge that thought, try to imagine the feelings r am
asking for, and see if a story emerges for you.

What was rt that you liked best about you as a social
servi-ce worker?

3. Sometimes social- service work is dif ficult or
frustrating. can you tel-l- me about one of those ti-mes in
your life.
rt can be recent or from rong ago. Te]r me AS
much as you can about this experience. what erements of
this story were particularly frustratinq or difficult for
you

?

Did this experience l-eave
practice with clients?

a

legacy in your current

Think about what you value in good social- service
' Tell me if you remem-ber a time when you saw
practicing social service work with people that you someone
considered good practice.
Terl me about what yo; saw.
4

work

'
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you.

TeII

me what made

that good social service work for

5. Can you think of a time when you felt very
inspired about social service work with crients by
something you saw or heard from the client. Can you tell
me t.hat story?
Did this inspiration have any effect on your current
relationships with clients? rf so, tel-I me about it.
rRB #99-36-1
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Appendix

E

Dear Participant #1,

Thank you so much for sharing with me stories of your

life in social services. They have been very usefu] in my
quest to understand better the role and relationship that
soci-al- service workers seek with the people they serve.

rn this l-etter to
my

, r

you

interpretat ion of what

am

going to attempt to give

meani-ngs you intended

with your

stories - I hope that these interpretations wiII help
better understand what you believe about the role and

me

relationship that a social service worker can have with the
people they serve. I am interested i_n your feedback to my
interpretations, where you think that I have correctly
interpreted your meaning and where you think I have
mi

sunderstood your

mean j_ng

.

Thi

s

wi]I help me to better

understand the meanings that you intend and wilt help me to
use more accurat e inf ormati-on for this thesis. Thank you
agai-n f or your participation.

rn the first question, r asked for a story about

a
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time in your history that helped you decide to devote your
life to social services. you told me a story from high
schoor where as an advlce columnist to the school newspaper
you rece j-ved a disturbing letter.
The letter was from a
young girl
group -

who was having many struggres

with her peer

feeling isolated and picked on. She stated
that she couldn't take it anyrnore and was going to 1eave
She was

school-. She felt like nobody had taken the time to get to
know her.

This letter touched you and you decided to devote your
entire column that week to her without revealing her name.
You attempted

to explain the hopes and dreams of the

young

and the experience she was having. You said that at
the end of the year, she came to you and tord you what a
woman

difference it made for her after your column had come out You indicated that this had been a powerful experience
for you- rt

to also illustrate a good example of
powerfur helplng can be. your empathy and actions were
seems

how

powerful enough to have impact on the rife of another.
rn answering this questionr fou also spoke of what a
natural rol_e it was in your life to offer support to
people, You imagined this satisfying piece of your life
extending heyond the social and into the professional areas

9l

of your 1i f e . when you tal ked about it , it sounds l_ess
Iike technique or skill and more like a way of being that
fits who you are and who you want to be. At one pointr fou
were a part of the business world. You gave people support
informally j-n that setting and you dreamed of doing
something dif f erent

' something that r^rou1d incorporate these
natural s kills that you had. You also ment j-oned that you
coul-d imagine doing this for the rest of your life

unlike

any other j oh you had which agai-n suggest s to me that you
see social service work as more than just a profession but

as a way of living.
Then I asked you about

a

story where you liked who you

were as a social worker. you responded with an amazing

story of how you had helped

a

young woman f rorn your case

load get a driverrs license

-

You described the

difficulties

up

to this point in getting this

she

decided to get to the license

she had faced

Ii-cense, and then you and

bureau at 5:30 in the morning so that she would have the

best chance to get in,
hours -

You and she waited

for almost

16

During that t ime, the two of you were abl-e to tal

k

and f orm a bond urith one another. You descri-bed that bond

as both a friendship and a partnership, and you were
comfortable with using those words in describing someone
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with

whom

you also have a *'worker-cl_ient" relationship.

She had

told

you

about the difficulties

she had in her

life and how hard ir was for her to trust another person.
she described to you the ways in which she needed to
protect herself in order to avoid. getting hurt. It was
meaningfur to you that she choose to share these pieces of
her life with you. one of your ]ast statements in this
story was about how two of you were growing together
through this experience.

It suggests that she

had

contributed to your life as you had contributed to hers.
Here again, you clarify that as a social- servi ce worker,
service is only one level of the connect.j_ons you have with
the people you serve.

I asked you to tell,

me

in social services for you.
speci f ic j-ncident

a story of a frustrating time
You didn't respond with

. Rather, you

t

a l-

a

ked about the poverty and

lack of sol_id opportunities you see for the homel-es s youth
you serve. You described the immense difficulties they
face trying to make it on their own in the cath-22 world of
independent living.
You also talked about the violence
that is so much a part of the histories and living
experiences of these young people.

You describe these

issues as frustrating because you have empathy for the
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struggles of these young people and want to find ways to
help them work through their pain. you al-so indicate
concern about how you can bal-ance between serving these
young people and also protecting them from each other,

s

pain- In the end, it appears that you have a great deal of
recognition of dignity of their struggle and faith in their
ahility to eventually find
when

some peace.

r asked you to tel-r a story about good social

service work you saw in a corleague, you responded with
story about co-worker who is qay and dearing with the
homophobia

to

of

some young people

a

in his care. you described

patiently deconstructed the meanings of the
homophobic comments they were making. Throughout the
me how he

morning, one young person kept returning to the
conversation, ga j-ning further cl-arif ication each time.
Your coJleague gently and directly answered each question,

the young person finally revealing that he had never
thought about the meaning of what he was saying before.
You said that you were inspired because you felt
was an effective

a l-

him not to

i enate the young

And finallyr

he

teacher wlth this young person. He went

beyond just telling

he di dn ' t

that

1rou

do

it.

pe r s on

And in the process,

or chastise him.

were asked to tell

a story about

how
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cl-ients had inspired you.

You told me about a group that

you do with young mothers.

In the group, you remembered

a

discussion where one young mother ta1 ked about hitting her
chil-d. she invoked strong reaction amonq the other mothers
who started to

te-l-

l- her how wrong she was . And then

young mother spoke up and asked her if

daughter to be raised differently

raised.

You

she wanted her

than she herserf had been

sai-d that the room went silent

and the young

mother was able to find herself in that guestion.

revealed an intention

one

She

of t rying to toughen her child

that she is always able to stand up for herself.

so

Within

this honorable intention, she was able to also reveal that
she wanted to protect her daughter from the vlolence of her
own

history and wanted to be the kind of lov]-ng mother that

she had missed.
You were awed by

the wisdom that they brought to each
other. wisdom that came to them without outside
intervention or child protection. r sense a certain pride
that you have in real-izj-ng how remarkable these young women
are and how few people in this society really come to this
realization about these young mothers.
You say that experiences like this have taugrht you not

to go in as if the expert. Rather, it has taught you to

be
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a part of thelr experiences, to 1earn f rom them, to he a
witness to their struggle, and to ask questions that you

will- j-nspire them to understand their path hetter.
In your v j-ew of the role of the soc j-aI servi-ce worker,

hope

there is very little

hierarchy or distance. you describe

the relationship to the person being served to be as
signif icant as the servi-ce being of f ered. your
descrlptions of your "clients,, are those of young people
with astonishing stories of survival-, your descriptions
a great dear of faith in their abilities to make
decisions about' their lives. Your description of role is
often to work alongside as a partner in their struggle, you
do not describe your role as that of an authority in their
show

Ii-ves.
Your interest in relationship requires that you find

time to listen and ask questions,
schedule to fit

their needs

You adapt your work

when necessary.

You describe

this as a way of being. Something that
exists as more than what you do, but as who you are. It is
interesting to rne that in your stories, you don't describe
being tired or overwher-med by the needs of your young
people even though your descripti-on of role indicates

great deal of commitment and energy to this work.

a
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It is also very interesting to me that your beliefs
about helping evolved from story to story, fr the stories
of your early experiences you tal-k of the power of helping
that existed within you. rn the l-ater stories, you speak
of the power of helping in a different way. you are no
Ionger a helper.

Rather you are a party to the struggles

and growth in others.

The power comes from being witness

to the emergence of the young person from the struggle.
watching the young person herp themserves.
I deeply appreciate being abl_e to share in your

a soclal service worker. prease let me know
if I should amend any of the interpretations r have made in
this document.
expe rl_ ence AS

Thank You,

Sheila Moriarty
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Appendix F

5/26/99
Dear Participant #2,
-

Thank you so much for sharing with me stories of your

l-ife in social- services.

They have been very useful to

me

in my quest. to better understand the rol-e and relationship
that social- service workers seek with the people they
serve.

rn this letter to you, r am going to attempt to give
my interpretation of what meanings you intended with your
stories - I hope that these interpretations wiII help
better understand what you believe about the role and

me

rel-at ionship that a social- servi ce worker can have with the

people they serve -

r

interested in your feedback to
interpretations, where you think that r correctry
interpreted your meaning and where you think r have
am

my

misunderstood your meaningr. rt is important that you offer
feedhack if any of the interpretations do not sound

accurate to you- This helps me have authentic information
to use in the thesis. Thank you again for your

participat ion .
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The first

thing I asked you about was for a story

how you decided
me about

to

become

on

a social service worker, you told

a time in col-1ege when you didn, t

know what you

wanted to do. This confusion happened at a time when you

real-lzed you were a leshian and generally seemed to be a
t j-me of change and discovery. This was also a time of much

difficulty

as your mother

was

going through a divorce and

then becoming very sick.
You ended up taking a social_ work class that
recommended

to you.

you remembered

was

what you read in that

class and how it had affected you and you were exposed to
professor who was dynamic and inspirational.
AII of this

steered you into work at a battered women's shelter where
you came to know women who were strong and gracj_ous and
supportive.
When

told

me

I asked you what brought you to this story, you

that vou are currentfy at

a

point in your career

where you have become interested in rememberlng how you

chose this work as opposed to other professions. you had
declded that thls had not been a conscious choice, hut

rather something that fit for that moment in time. you
describe your mom, her irlness and death before you
graduated as ve.ry pivotal in your career choice of that

a
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time.

It sounds like this is again a time of discovery for
you about where you have been and where you are going. I

hear you saying that there are many factors that make up

the directions that

happen

for people.

Some are

related to

choices, or changes in the envi ronment around us, and some
are the chance intersection of any of these many factors.
Then I asked you ahout a t ime when you Ii ked vrho you

were as a social service worker. You tal- ked about a time

early i-n your career when you were working at the battered
women' s shelter,
f t was a time when you were l-east trained
to do this work. Yet it was also a time when you felt
great deal of passion for what you were doing. you

a

described having less of a professional understanding of
who you were

in this work. You saw your role as someone

who supported, advocated
when you

for, and ristened.

rt was a time

fel,t that your varues as a professional

were

consistent with r+hat your va]ues were as a person.
You had some very

interesting thoughts about how
becoming more professional hindered you in some ways.
seem

to associ-ate this r+ith

some of

the pressure

you

on

professions to know more and more. you had enj oyed that
time when you didn't know so much and didn, t feel pressure
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to

other people. The knowing, the need to
answersr and to be different as you become more
know about

have

professional seems to have competed with the passion that
you fel-t when you started at the shelter. You liked 1t
best when you didn't have answers for peopre. rnstead

you

had time, energy, empathy, and passion.
What you reported

liking best about this time

feeling like you were doing work that was valuable
i-mportant and that who you were professionally and

was

and

personally was consistently the same. You seem to view the
synchronization of personal and professional values as very
important to satisfaction in your work. Conflict between
those two sets of values may make it difficult for you to
preserve your integrity.

I asked about a t.ime in soci-a1 service work that
has been very f rustrating, you tol-d me about your time as
When

an adoption socj-al worker. You f el-t that you were of ten in
conflict with what social service work should be about.
There were many rures and regurations that seemed to

indicate that there was a formula ahout who could adopt and
who could not. The formui-a included measures about moneyf
status, family type, and other factors.
measures suggested

Some

of these

to you discriminatory or elitist
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practices. Which you saw as cont ra ry to the ethics of
social work as you understood them
example where your beliefs

the dutles of your j ob.

were

j_n

Again here is

an

possible conflict

r^i

it

h

You found it interesting that so

many of your col-leagues were not able to see this conflict

as clearly

as

you did.

They seemed to be

comf

ortable

rarith

the idea of categories, and their ability to know good
parenting.
How

this has

become

a legacy for you is unclear, It is

interesting that you continue to see your role as a social
worker to always question who you are and what you are
doing with the people you serve despite the fact that

many

of the corleagues that you have worked with have not shared
that rol-e.
The next question I asked you was for a story about

good social service work. While you didnrt have a specific

story, you did have a very crear idea about what good
social service work is for you.
social work for you is about respect and compassion
and honesty. At one point you say that sometimes people
Good

can j ust

't s

it

bac

k and be compa s s ionate . ,, That brings

me

back to your thoughts about professj-onalism and how that

often cal-rs for structures and answers rather than
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respectful human contact.
mandates

You also mentlon that the

of certain j obs such

as

chrld protection often

Ieave workers with the impression that they are excused
from some of the values of social work practice.
suspect that workers who still
mandates to lnvestigate

find

You

employ these val-ues despite
a

balance that produces social

work that is strong, good, and very possibl-e. As you

state, the
cases

goodness

of the relationship

can and, in

many

r should be more important than the goodness of the

work.

And finally,

when

r asked you about something

inspirat j-onaI you saw or heard f rom a crient, you told me
about a young woman you had work:d with in a mental- health

center- She had been institutionalized
years and was in her earry
been many

2

0's

many times

for

, rn her l-if e, there had

traumas. She carried labe1s and diagnoses

was having

a difficul-t time transitioning into
independent life.

and

an

You were allowed

to work with her because she was not
interested in traditional- therapy. For a year, she tal-ked
to you about her l-if e, what had happened and what

was

happening. you seemed to be amazed with the resirience and
the goodness in this young woman. you saw her as being
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very gracious about her experiences despite long years of
trauma and inst itut i-ona Ltzation . you learned that
everything with people is not how it seems.

We

are each so

individuaL and complex. Her wisdom and goodness

was

surprising to you as it was not something you would expect.
Yet it was there and it was her. And this story offered
the impression that not only is the
but the discovery of the
amazj-ng and adds

human spirit

human

spirit

amazing

in this work is

such complexity, hope, and beauty to the

overal-l story of the person.. Your story of this young woman
suggests to me that she taugrht you to look for the

spirit in the work that you

human

do.

Several themes come up for me from your interview.
You appear

to be deeply involved in the aesthetics

what

this work can be. Socia1 work as an art has much more
meaning to you than does social work as a sc].ence
For you
-

social work is structured around the varues and the ethi c s
rather than the profession and its bureacracy. Socia1 work
is the rel-at ionship not the tas k .
rn art rather than science, meanings are diverse

and

endl-essly complex. As an aesthetic of social work, you
appear to constantly look at and reveal further meaning to

the work that you do and question the work that does not
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fit with your understanding of what social

work should be.

All- of this questioning and searching may leave you in
fJux as to who you are and where you are going

AS

these

tasks can and should never be fuI1y completed, And so your
journey through this profession or mission or calling wi1l
be a forever complex one through which the aesthetics of
your social work wil-l- grow.
Thank you so much

this thesis.

for the time you have given me for
please let me know what fits for you in these

interpretations and what d.oes not so that I can use these
themes for the work that I do.

Thank You,

Sheila
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Arcpendix

G

Dear Participant #3,

Thank you so much for sharing with me stories of your

Iife in

soci-al_

services -

They have been very useful- in

my

quest to better understand the role and rerationship that
social service workers seek with the people they serve,

fn this l_etter to you, I
my

interpretations of

am going

to attempt to give

what meanings you intended

with your

stori-es. I hope that these interpretations will_ help
better understand what you believe about the role and
relationship that
people they serve.

a

me

social service worker can have with the
I am interested in your feedback to

my

interpretations where you think that I have correctly
interpreted your meanj_ng and where you think that I have
misunderstood your meaning. rt is important to me that

these interpretations fit

with what you bel1eve to be true

about your thoughts and f eelj_ngs. It wi1l help me to be
accurate as possible when I use these interpretat j_ons as

as

TL2

data in my research. Again r thank you for your
participation.

In the first
tells
al

question, I asked you for a story that

me how you came to choose

l- the way back to

this work. your story

when you were young .

goes

you had the

experience of being labeled ln school. you learned

dif ferently than other kids and were al-so very active. As
a resul-t of this Jabel, you ended up in special classes.
Others hel-d the power to define you and categorlze you.
Around this evolved a definition of who you were that wore

heavily on you in

t j-me.

This had an impact on your life.

you want people to

understand that everyone is different and we are al]
unique. And these differences do not necessarily call for
us to be separated or isolated from others. The need to
expose this seems to have brought you into this work. you

have never forgotten the struggles you had as a young
person.

There is also a theme in your story about how society
always focuses on the individual " Any dysfunction or
difference can
is littl-e

be

rectified within the individual_. ?here

focus on the larger or more globa1 factors that
may have impacted what is happening with the individual.
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There is the idea that you are the problem rather than

seeing the problems that are the environment around the

person. You seem to have some drive to combat this.
rn the second question, r was ]ooking f or a story
about a time when you fei-t good about the work you were
doing. You quickly responded with now as a t j-me when you
are feeling good about this work. You feel that aIl the
previous years in this work have seasoned you for

now.

History has taught you and you have learned from your
mistakes. You are surrounded by a strong team of people

who

have worked hard alongside you and have always cared enough

to be honest with

you.

You feel good about who you are currently in this work

and you feel particularly

challenged at this time in your

career. You seem open to j-mmersing yoursel_f in the stories
tofd by young people. You are hoping to honor these

stories with your attention and your interest.
You talk about being challenged a lot.
It is very
interesting, You view challenge as exciting and
invigorating.
attached to it.

And I don't hear any fear or anxiety

you appear to see charlenge as the backbone

of your growth.
r asked you for a story of a time when you felt
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f

rustrated in this

f

iel-d. You talked about a time early in

your career when a young man threatened you and you
responded in a way that set up a power struggle.

Vgith the

resul-ting bruises you also l-earned a lesson. You learned

just

how much

of yourself you carry in this work. your

choices in any given moment can influence the shape of your

interactions. r hear you sayj-ng that much of your work is
about you, the choices you make, and why you choose them.
sometimes these choices

are

cr j-t

j-car, so very f ew things

rea11y have to be approached at a dead run.

It

j_s

important to step back, think about who you are, who they
are, and what they are asking for.
There is one moment in your story that stands out.

is

II

when you

say, "I was lg, he's 11 , we're basicalty the
same age....".
ft suggests to me that you see j ob titles
as often the only pj_eces that separate us from one another.
I wonder if you think that the people we serve often
understand this better than we do.

I asked you to think about a story where you have seen
good social service work. You didn't have a specific

story. The question, however, brought
when you were new

in this work.

you

back to a time

You were a residential

counselof at The Bridge. your supervisor was a
I

woman named

r15

Deb who

taught you many things about what good social

service and cris i- s work could be . You learned a lot about,
patience and taking the' time to get to knorrr other people.
You learned about Ii sten j-ng to other people and thinking

about your own biases and agendas. She taught you to slow
down and develop reratj-onships

with the people you were

serv5-ng,

The word you used was connecting. You said that when

you do not connect with the person you are servj-ng, you are

doing nothing more but being yet another worker behind a
desk asking guestions that have no meaning for the person

being served' The message for you about good social work is
that connection is everything. You stated that "social
service work is about people

..

.,, And it is ahout

recognizing the individual- l-ife of each person. Of fering
respect and dignity to the unigueness of each person you
serve can be the biggest gift that you give as a social-

service worker.
Finalfy r asked you to tel_l- a story about something
that you saw from the people you served that was
insp j-rational for you. You felt like you had many stories
to

fer about how '*c.l-ients" have inspired you. you were
not able to settle on a specific one although you did talk
of
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with pride about the youth community council developed at
the

agency where you are working

currentfy.

This agency is

a 33 unit apartment complex for independent living youth.
You

talked about

how these young people have come together

to develop the structure for how the program wil-I he run,
You hear them

talking about issues such as agei-sm, racism,

and sexj-sm. And you see them challenging each other in an

effort to build a strong cofirmunity.
You see this as leaving a strong legacy in the r*ork

that you do. It returns to an earlier thought of

how much

more connects socj-aI service workers to the people they

serve than separates them.

You see social service work as

a collaboration between the worker and the person being
served. It is a collaborative rerationship that the worker
has to offer.
Cha

1

I enge

is a concept that you return to agrain and

again in your answers

.

Challenging yourself to do strong

and respectful work is a constant theme. The challenge

that you describe is to listen and to connect with the
young people in your work. It is to constantly search for
ways to work with them and through them and their

perceptions of change. These charlenges that you

have

accepted seem to j-nfuse you with energy. you seem not only
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to

wel-come

them, but you speak as i f the acceptance of them

is essential to any potential for growth in this field.
To you r

re

l-ationship with the person being served is

the primary tenet of this work. This relationship should
be one of respect of the person and interest in their
story. It is through this story that solutions will emerge.
rt is your role to be curious about parts of the story
that exist outside the primary taLe of dysfunctj-on and
failure.
There j-s increasing depth to the stories that signal
t,he early days for you in this work and then the more

recent times. You came to know about the importance of
connection early 1n your work. As the stories become

more

recent r 1rou have added lessons of walking alongside the

people you serve and working from their understanding of

Iife.

You have also added the importance of challenging

ourselves to grow through our work with people.
Thank you very much in taking tj-me to share with

me

your understanding of the rol-e and relationships that

sociar service workers have with the people they serve.
Pl-ease let me know i f r shourd amend any of the
interpretations r have
Thanks

.

Shei

Ia

Mor

made

j_arty

in this

document.
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Appendil
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Dear Parti-cipant #4,

Thank you so much for sharing with me stories of your

life

in social services.

They have been very useful to

me

in my quest to better understand the role and relationship
that social service workers seek with the people they
serve.

rn this retter to

you

I T am goingr to attempt to give

interpretation of what meanings you intended with your
stories - I hope that these interpretations will help me to

my

better understand what you berieve about the rore
relatj-onship that

a

people they serve.

and

social- service worker can have with the
I am interested in your feedback to

my

interpretations, where you think that I correctly
interpreted your meaning and where you think that I have
misunderstood your meaning. Thank you again for your
participation.
The first

thing r asked you ahout was for a story on
how you decided to become a social service worker. you
talked to

me about

your grandmother. You told me that your
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grandmother provided foster care to many young people over

the years yourself incl-uded. She was a positive inf l-uence r
helping others and being very involved in the community
around her.
You used

the phrase 'tposi t ive

ene

rgy" in this story. I

wonder if it is an important description for you. You talk

about the positive actions that you were able to ohserve

your grandmother do and how useful that was for you to

see

as a young man. You saw your grandmother's positive energy
having an effect on others and it came to you at some point

that you could have that

same power

to "drop seeds" and be

a part of something,
You also say that you were ttblessed" to be a part of
programs designed to offer opportunities and activities

to

young people. This became an alternative to some of the

activities in the area that were seen as negative for

young

people,

At the end of your story, you say that your
grandmother's influence helped "groom" you for this work.

This influence and early exposure to helping leaves

you

sensitive to the struggres of the people around you.
Then r asked you to think of a time when you rearfy

Ii ked r^rho you were in this

wor

k and to describe what it

was
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that you liked about yoursel-f in this work' You told
about a t.ime when You were first beginning this work-

me

You

were in the schools at this time doing groups - You
described sPending a lot of time hanging around Young
people.

There seemed to

be a

great deal of resPect in

Your

as you described how good young people are at
knowing if you are genuine or caring. You were ahle to

comments

go

in and be yourself and they could rel-ate easily to you'
You talked about your identity as an African American
male and Your own journey of discovery of who you are and
what you want out of life.

You make

a Connection

between

having a strong identity and being able to relate easily

with people. Your strong sense of sel-f a1Iows you to sit
back and not be j udgmental or concerned about how people
viewed you. In this story you suggest a formula that has
worked for you in doing good social service work. It is to
recogni ze the goodne s s of your soul and to be true to

yourself.

You

see this as a formula for good work that

young peoPle understand and appreciate. You also indicate

a

belief that knowing yourself and having some peace with
that sel-f is connected to the work that you do.
f asked for a storY about a time that was particularlY
f rus t

rat ing or difficult

for You.

You

told

me

that the
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frustrations that you have i^iith this work has not been
caused by the clients.
It has generally happened because
of the organi zaLions and
organi zaiui-ons can truly

how

see

they see this work.
the people they serve

Some

and

others are more concerned with numbers and other types of
bureaucracy. You tal-k about the barriers that happen for
your work

as

a resul-t o f this second type of organl zatrion.

You tal- ked about f eel ing and understanding

the

struggl_es

that peoples have, people from different backgrounds,
countries, and cultures. And then you talked about how
wonderful it would be to have an orgrani zation of your
that could truly focus in on that.
You described

yourself as an internationalist.

own

This

is an interesting term. You appear to recognize yourself
as someone who understand that struggle happens i_n many
dif f erent f orms and in many dif f erent places. you call-ed
yoursel-f a "bel-iever in peop Le,,. This suggests a f aith in
people and a goodness in people that may not always make
itserf immediately apparent. This seems to be a Iovely way

to think and f eel about people i_n this work.
The fourth story r asked for was about a time that you
ohserved someone else doing good. r am j-nterested in what
you saw' You talked about your outreach partner and how he
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is able to move comfortably throughout the community.
Peop1e understand him to be a genuine and

helpful person.

His advj-ce to you has heen, *.be rea1, stay creative and you
will- go f ar j-n this work. ,,
Your partner is sometimes in communities where he is

not familiar to others and these are communities that do
not often trust strangers. Yet he has heen abre to convince
people with his genuineness. They understand what he is

trying to do in their community and you see this as a sign
of respect for him.
Finally r

as

ked you to tel-I me a story about how you

have been inspired by the peopre you serve, you told

me

about young people who have approached you and said that
they have graduated because of you. you feel the deep
impact of that kind of statement. It means that you have

truly passed on something meaningful to another person.
I suspect that this positive energy that you passed

on

to another person didn't necessarily happen at times when
you were making the most amount of money or had the biggest
j ob responsibilit j-es. The most powerful weapons
for this
work that you have discussed in this intervlew have had to
do with your ability to be genuine, to l_isten, and to

appreciate the struggre of the person in front of you. you
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distinguish

this work f rom corporate Ameri-ca. This is work

that you have to feel in your heart 1n order to do it
effectively.
Throughout this intervi-ew, you have referred to

concepts that have defined for you how good social servj-ce
work can happen. All of them are concepts that can not be

taught so much as they are f el-t or

exper

j_enced. your

grandmother and the legacy she has left you 1s an exampre

of this. You l-earned about the power of positive energy
from being around her and wanting to carry on the legacy of
what she has started.
yourself and having a Jove for self is another
concept that you see as important in being able to do
effective work. you suggest that knowing yourself offers
Knowing

you the opportunity to see the environment around you with

a clarity of vision.
Being rear-, being yourserf or being genuine are
concepts that reveal themselves over and over throughout

this interview. You suggest that this is what our clients
are rooking for in their rel_ationship with us.
And having a belief in peopre is very important to you
as well ' You seem to have faith that the goodness j-n peopre
will reveal itself if you are present and wirring to hear
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their struggle.
These concepts appear to me to be what, describes

who

you are and want to be in the relationships you have wit,h

the people you serve.

you

define your role as being with

peopler pr€sent in who you are, and open to hearing what
they need. Throughout thi s j-nterview, you see examples of
good solid social service work that can happen without
f ormal-

training.

You see this work as more about what is

in your heart than about what has been put j-nto your head.
Thank you so much for the time you have given me for

this thesis - Please 1et me know what fits for you in these
interpretations and what does not so that I can use these
themes for the work of this proj ect.
Thanks,
Sheil-a

t

t
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